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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This work concerns the structure and representation theory of a certain algebra U(g, e) associated to a nilpotent element e in a reductive Lie algebra g. This
algebra is called a finite W -algebra and is a deformation of the Slodowy slice through
the adjoint orbit of the nilpotent element in question. The main focus of this work is
the structure and representation theory of the finite W-algebras associated to nilpotent elements in the symplectic or orthogonal Lie algebras whose Jordan blocks are
all the same size. We refer to these simply as rectangular finite W-algebras.
The general definition of finite W -algebras is due to Premet in [PI]' though
in some cases they had been introduced much earlier by Lynch in [Ly] following
Kostant's celebrated work on Whittaker modules in [K]. The terminology "finite Walgebra" comes from the mathematical physics literature, where finite W-algebras
are the finite dimensional analogs of the vertex W-algebras defined and studied for
example by Kac, Roan, and Wakimoto in [KRW]. The precise identification between
the definitions in [PI] and [KRW] was made only recently by D'Andrea, De Concini,
De Sole, Heluani, and Kac in [D 3 HK].
There are many remarkable connections between finite W -algebras and other
areas of mathematics. The finite W-algebra U(g, e) possesses two natural filtrations,
the Kazhdan and loop filtrations. The main structure theorem for finite W-algebras,
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proved in [Pl] and reproved in [GG], is that the associated graded algebra to U(g, e)
with respect to the Kazhdan filtration is isomorphic to the coordinate algebra of the
Slodowy slice, i.e. U (g, e) is a quantization of the Slodowy slice through the nilpotent
orbit containing e. On the other hand, by [P2] the associated graded algebra with
respect to the loop filtration is isomorphic to U(ge), the universal enveloping algebra
of the centralizer of e in g. Because of this, the structure of U(g, e) is intimately
related to the invariant theory of the centralizer ge. In [BB] this connection was
used to construct a system of algebraically independent generators for the center of
the universal enveloping algebra U(ge) in the case 9

= g(n(CC) , giving a constructive

proof of the freeness of this center (which had been established earlier by Panyushev,
Premet and Yakimova in [PPY] by a different method) and also verifying [PPY,
Conjecture 4.1].
The work of Premet in [P2, P3]' Losev in [Lo1, L02], and Ginzburg in [Gi]
has highlighted the importance of the study of finite dimensional representations
of U(g, e), revealing an intimate relationship with the theory of primitive ideals of
the universal enveloping algebra U(g) itself. At the heart of this connection is an
equivalence of categories due to Skryabin in [Sk] between the category of U(g, e)modules and a certain category of generalized Whittaker modules for g.
In [BK2] Brundan and Kleshchev showed that finite W -algebras associated
to nilpotent elements in g(n(CC) are quotients of a certain subalgebra of Yangians
called a shifted Yangian, and they exploited this connection to give a complete set
of generators and relations for the type A finite W-algebras. This leads to their
classification in [BK3] of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of type A
finite W -algebras. The results in this thesis extend some of their techniques to the
rectangular finite W-algebras of types B, C, and D by replacing the Yangian with
the twisted Yangian. The existence of a connection between rectangular finite W-
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algebras oftypes B, C and D and twisted Yangians was first observed by Ragoucy in
[R] at the "classical" level of associated graded algebras with respect to the Kazhdan
filtration (which are commutative Poisson algebras).

1.1

The Main Results of this Thesis
Throughout this thesis we denote the general linear, symplectic, and orthog-

onal Lie algebras g(k(C), EPk(C), and EOk(C) as g(k' EPk' and EOk for short. Let
g = EOnl or EPnl for some fixed positive integers nand l. We will also need the
following index set defined in terms of a positive integer k:

I k = {I - k, 3 - k, ... , k - I}.

Let e be a nilpotent element of Jordan type (In) in g. In order to ensure that such a
nilpotent exists one must further assume that if 9
and that if g

= EOnl and l is even then n is even,

= EPnl and l is odd then n is even. Let U(g, e) be the finite W-algebra

attached to 9 and the nilpotent element e; see §II.I for the general definition. Let

Y/

and

Y;

denote the twisted Yangians associated to EOn and EPn, respectively,

assuming that n is even in the EPn case. For a sign ¢ E {±}, the twisted Yangian

Y:! is a certain associative algebra with generators

{SL? I i,j E In,r E Z>o}.

See

(III.13) and (III.14) below for a full set of relations of the twisted Yangian Y:! in
terms of these generators.
The main result of Chapter III, the proof of which has also appeared in the
author's second published article in [BI]' is the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.1.1. There exists a surjective algebra homomorphism

Y n+ ----» U(g, e) if l is odd and 9

= .sOnl or if l is even and 9 = .sPnl;'

Yn- ----» U(g, e) if l is odd and 9 =

.sPnl

or if l is even and 9 =

.s0nl'

This theorem is proved by constructing explicit elements in U (g, e) which are
the images of the twisted Yangian elements Si(~); see Theorem III.1.2 below.
In Chapter IV we use this theorem and Molev's classification of the finite
dimensional irreducible representations of twisted Yangians from [M] to deduce a
classification of finite dimensional irreducible representations of the rectangular finite W-algebras. The main combinatorial objects in this classification are skewsymmetric n x l tableaux. A skew-symmetric n x l tableaux is an n x l matrix of
complex numbers, with rows labeled by the set In and columns labeled by the set
II, and which is skew-symmetric with respect to the center of the matrix, that is, if
A

=

(ai,j)iEIn,jEIl

is a skew-symmetric n x l tableaux then

ai,j

=

-a-i,-j'

Let Tab~,l

denote the set of skew-symmetric n x l tableaux. We say that two skew-symmetric
n x l tableaux are row equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by permuting

entries within rows. Let Row~,I denote the set of row equivalence classes of skewsymmetric n x l tableaux. A skew-symmetric n x l tableaux A =

(ai,j )iEIn,jEIl

is

column strict if

- the entries in every column except for the middle column (which exists only
when l is odd) are strictly decreasing from top to bottom, i.e.,

... >

an-l,j

al-n,j

> a3-n,j >

for all 0 =J. j E II;

- if l is odd and n is even then the entries in the middle column satisfy

... >

a-I,D,

and they also satisfy

a-I,D

> 0 if 9 =

.sPnl'

al- n ,0

>

and they satisfy
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a-3

+ a-I> 0 if 9 = .sOnl

and n ;::: 4;

- if l is odd and n is odd then the entries in the middle column satisfy al-n,O >

... > a-2,O, and they also satisfy 2a-2,O > O.
In this definition (and from here on) we are using the partial order;::: on C defined by
a ;:::

b if a

-

bE

Z2:o.

Let Col~,l denote the set of all skew-symmetric

n

x l tableaux,

and let Std~,l denote the set of elements of Row~,l which have a representative in
Col~,l'

We relate these sets to certain representations of the twisted Yangian Y:f. It
is convenient to use the power series

Si,j(U) =

L SiC,?U-

r

E Y![[u-I]j,

(1.1 )

r2:0

where sf,~) = 6i,j' A Yj'-module V is called a highest weight module if it generated by
a vector v such that Si,j (u)v

=

0 for all i < j and if for all i it happens that Si,i (u)v =

P,i(U)V for some power series P,i(U) E 1 + u-IC[[U-IJ]. To a skew-symmetric n x l
tableaux A = (ai,j )iEln,jE1l we associate a (unique up to isomorphism) irreducible
highest weight Yj'-module with highest weight vector v for which

- (u - ~)lSi,i(U - ~)v

=

(u

+ ai,l-l)(U + ai,3-l) ... (u + ai,l-dv

if l is even and

i ;::: 0;

- (u - ~)l-I(U

+ <P;i)Si,i(U -

~)v = (u

+ ai,l-l)(U + ai,3-l) ... (u + ai,l-I)V if l

is

odd and i ;::: O.
By Corollary III.2.4, this Yj'-module factors through the surjection Yj' - U(g, e)
from Theorem 1.1.1 to yield an irreducible U(g, e)-module denoted L(A) for each

A

E Row~,l'
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Theorem 1.1.2. If l is odd or if l is even and 9 =

.sOnl

then

{L(A) I A E Std~l}
,

is a complete set of isomorphism classes of the finite dimensional irTeducible representations of U(g, e). If l is even and 9 =

.sPnl

then

A+ E StdSOnCl+l)}
{ L(A) I A E RowSPnl
n,l ,
n,l+l

is a complete set of isomorphism classes of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of U(g, e), where A+ is the skew-symmetric n x (l

+ 1)

tableaux obtained

by inserting a middle column into A with entries
n

2" -

n

n

1,

2" -

2, ... ,1,0,0, -1, -2, ... ,1 -

2"

n

2" -

1
2, ... , 2,0,

n

1,

if n is even and
n

2" -

1

3

-2' -2" .. ,1 - 2"

if n is odd down the middle column.
This classification meshes well with the general framework of highest weight
theory for finite W-algebras developed in [BGK]; see §II.4 and §IV.6 below.
The theorem also helps illuminate the connection between U(g)-modules and

U(g, e)-modules via primitive ideals. As is explained in Chapter II below, in [L02]
Losev showed that there exists a surjective map

t : PrimfinU(g, e)

-----t

Primc.eU(g).
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Here PrimfinU(g, e) denotes the primitive ideals of U(g, e) of finite co-dimension,
and Primc.eU(g) denotes the primitive ideals of U(g) whose associated variety is

G.e. Moreover, Losev showed that the fibers of the map tare C-orbits, where C
is the component group associated to the nilpotent element e, which acts naturally
as automorphisms on U(g, e) (induced ultimately by its adjoint action of U(g)).
As one application of Theorem 1.1.2 we can combine it with the results of Losev to
obtain a new classification of the primitive ideals in U(g) whose associated variety is

G.e. This involves computing explicitly the effect of twisting the finite dimensional
highest weight modules L(A) from Theorem 1.1.2 by the action of C.

1.2

An Example

In this example, which illustrates how Theorem 1.1.2 and Losev's results
can be played off each other, we assume that n = l = 2 and 9 =

.5P4.

According to

Theorem 1.1. 2 the following tableaux parameterize the finite dimensional irreducible

U(g, e)-modules of the same central character as the trivial U(g)-module:

[li]till]
~' ttlI]'

an d

ffiE

2 1
.
-1 2

Of course, the third of these is not row equivalent to any element of Col~;2'
but in this case

+

illIJ
till]

=

lliQIIl
ITIQTI]

which is row equivalent to

[QTI]JJ
ITITIQ]'
which does belong to Col;og.
,
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To see how this fits with with Losev's results, we note by [C, Chapter 13] that
C, the component group, is isomorphic to 2/22. In Chapter IV we give an explicit
matrix for the generator of C for all rectangular nilpotents (C is only nontrivial in
the case that g =

EPnl

and land n are even, in which case C ~ 7L/22). We can then

use this to directly calculate the action of C on PrimfinU(g, e). By Theorem IV.5.1
there are exactly two orbits of C on these three tableaux, one containing

m
2
-2 -1

an d ffiE2
1 ,
-1 2

the other containing

r-TW.
till]

So we can conclude using Losev's results that there are two primitive ideals
of U (g) of this central character, a result normally obtained via an analysis of the
left cells in the Weyl group.
One intriguing thing about this example is that it suggests a connection
between finite dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-modules of certain central characters
and the Springer fiber Be. By definition, the Springer fiber is the subvariety Be =

{b

E

BI [e, b]

S;;;

b} of the flag variety B (identified with the set of all Borel subalgebras

b of g). In the case g =

EP4

and e has Jordan type (2 2 ), the Springer fiber has three

irreducible components, which is equal to the number of isomorphism classes of finite
dimensional irreducible U (g, e)-modules of trivial central character, as noted above.
There is also a C-action on Be, and in this case two of the irreducible components of

Be are in the same C-orbit while the third component is invariant under the action
of C. In other words, as C-sets, the set of irreducible components of Be is isomorphic
to the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-modules
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of this central character. At the present time we do not have an explanation for this
coincidence.
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CHAPTER II

OVERVIEW OF FINITE W-ALGEBRAS

For this chapter £I denotes an arbitrary reductive Lie algebra over the complex
numbers, and e denotes a nilpotent element of £I.

11.1

Definition of the Finite W-algebra U(g, e)
The finite W-algebra U(g, e) is defined in terms of a nilpotent element e E £I.

By the Jacobson-Morozov Theorem, e embeds into an s(2-triple (e, h, 1). Now the
ad h eigenspace decomposition gives a grading on £I:

£I =

EB g(i),

(11.1 )

iEZ

where g(i) = {x E £I I [h, x] = ix}. Define a character X : £I ---+

rc by X(x)

=

(x, e),

where (.,.) is a fixed non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form on £I. This
defines a non-degenerate symplectic form

Wx

on g( -1): wx(x, y) = X([x, y]). Choose

a Lagrangian subspace ( <;;;; g( -1) with respect to wx ' and let m

=

(EBEBi~-2 g(i). Let

I be the left ideal of U(g) generated by {m - x(m) 1m Em}. The adjoint action of
man U(g) leaves the subspace I invariant, so there is an induced adjoint action of m
on Q = U(g)/ I. The space of fixed points Qm inherits a well defined multiplication
from U(g), making it an associative algebra, and we define U(g, e)

= Qm.
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In the case that the grading (11.1) an even grading then things are substantially simpler. Let p = 2:i~O g( i), and by the PBW Theorem,

U(g) = U(p) EB I.
Define pr : U(g)

-+

(II.2)

U(p) to be the projection along this direct sum decomposition.

Then we can identify

U(g,e) = {u E U(p) I pr([m,u]) = a for all m Em},
so U(g, e) is a subalgebra of U(p).
The finite W-algebra U(g, e) possesses two natural filtrations. The first of
these, the Kazhdan filtration, is the filtration on U(g, e) induced by the filtration on

U(g) generated by declaring that each element x
degree ~

+ 1.

E g(i) in the grading (11.1) is of

The fundamental PEW theorem for finite W-algebras asserts that the

associated graded algebra to U (g, e) under the Kazhdan filtration is isomorphic to
the coordinate algebra of the Slodowy slice at e; see e.g. [GG, Theorem 4.1].
The second important filtration is called the good filtration. Its definition
is complicated in the general case, however in the case that the grading (11.1) is
even, the good filtration is the filtration induced on U(g, e) by the grading (11.1)
on U(p). According to this definition, the associated graded algebra grU(g,e) is
identified with a graded subalgebra of U(p).

The fundamental result about the

good filtration, which is a consequence of the PBW theorem and [P2, (2.1.2)]' is
that

grU(g,e) = U(ge)

(II.3)

as graded subalgebras of U(p), where ge denotes the centralizer of e in g; see also
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[BGK, Theorem 3.5].
Another important result is Skryabin's Theorem. Recall the left U(g)-module

Q defined above. Note that Q is also a right U(g, e)-module.
Theorem 11.1.1. (Skryabin, (Sk}) The functor Q0U(g,e)? : U(g, e)-mod ~ W(e) is

an equivalence of categories.
Here W(e) denotes the category of e-Whittaker modules for U(g); this is the
set of U(g)-modules on which m - x(m) acts locally nilpotently for all m E m.

11.2

Primitive Ideals

One of the main problems in the representation theory of any algebra is to
classify its finite dimensional irreducible representations. Losev in [Lol] has obtained
a near classification of the finite dimensional irreducible U (g, e)-modules which uses
the theory of primitive ideals in U(g).
For any ring A, an ideal I <I A is primitive if 1= Ann(L) for some irreducible
A-module L. Primitive ideals in the universal enveloping algebras of reductive Lie
algebras were classified by the mid 1980s, see e.g. [Du, Jol, J02, BV]. Primitive
ideals in U(g) have two main invariants, central character and associated variety,
which are defined as follows.
If L is an irreducible (possibly infinite dimensional) £I-module, by the Schur-

Dixmier Lemma we have that Endu(g)(L)

~

C Thus Z(g), the center of U(g), acts

as scalars on L. In other words any irreducible U(g)-module L admits a central
character X : Z(g) ~ C This central character depends only on the primitive ideal

Annu(g)L, so we can talk unambiguously about the central character of a primitive
ideal I.
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To define VA(I) , the associated variety of I, one uses the standard filtration
of U(g) for which the associated graded algebra gr U(g) is naturally identified with
5(g). This induces a filtration on I such that gr I <I 5(g). Identifying 5(g) with
C[g], the coordinate algebra of the affine variety g, via the non-degenerate form (.,.)
fixed earlier, it follows that gr I is an ideal of C [g]. The associated variety to I,

VA(I) , is defined to be the corresponding Zariski closed subset Z(gr I) of g.
Fix a maximal toral subalgebra t in 9 and a Borel subalgebra b containing
t. Let <I> be the root system of 9 corresponding to t and let <I>+ C <I> be the set of

positive roots corresponding to b. Let p = 1/2 LaE'I>+

(X,

and let L(A) denote the

irreducible U(g)-module of highest weight A - p.

Theorem 11.2.1. (Dufio, (Duj) If I <I U(g) is primitive then I

=

Annu(g)(L(A))

for some A E t*.
This theorem reduces the problem of classifying primitive ideals in U(g) to
determining when AnnU(g) (L(A))

= AnnU(g) (L(p,)) for A, p, E

t*. The solution to this

is known, but highly non-trivial, being related ultimately by the Kazhdan-Lusztig
conjecture to the structure of left cells in the underlying Weyl group.
A useful partial invariant which relates primitive ideals to nilpotent orbits is
given by following theorem.

Theorem 11.2.2. (Joseph, (Jo3j) If I <I U(g) is primitive then VA(I) = G.e where

G is the adjoint group associated to 9 and e is a nilpotent element in g.

11.3

Losev's Near Classification of the Finite Dimensional Irreducible
Representations of U(g, e)
Recall the (U(g), U(g, e))-bimodule Q from §II.l. For a U(g, e)-module V,

let

vt =

Q @U(g,e) V. For an algebra A, let Prim A denote the set of primitive ideals
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of A. In [Lo2] Losev shows that there exists a map

t : Prim U(g, e) -; Prim U(g)
such that Annu(g)(Lt)

= (Annu(g,e) (L))t. Furthermore, he shows that t restricts to

a surjective map

t : PrimfinU(g, e)

---tt

PrimG.eU(g),

where
PrimfinU(g,e) = {I E Prim U(g, e)

I codim(I) < oo},

and

PrimG.eU(g)

=

{I

E Prim

U(g) I VA(I)

=

G.e}.

Additionally, Losev shows that the fibers of this map are orbits for a natural action
of the component group

C = CG(e, h, f)/Cc(e, h, ft.

The action of this group on PrimfinU(g, e) arises as follows.

To start with, the

adjoint action of CG(e, h, f) on U(g) induces in the obvious fashion an action of

CG(e, h, f) on U(g, e). The connected component of the identity, CG(e, h, f)0, acts
trivially under this action, because its Lie algebra actually embeds as a subalgebra of

U(g, e). Hence the adjoint action of CG(e, h, f) induces an action of C on U(g, e) by
algebra automorphisms, from which we get the natural action of C on PrimfinU(g, e).
Since the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional irreducible representations of U(g, e) is parameterized by PrimfinU(g, e), this is nearly a classification
of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of U(g, e). It is a complete clas-
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sification in the case that C

= {I}, however when C

=j:. {I} other methods are

required. In the next section we look at another approach to this problem.

11.4

Highest Weight Theory for U(g, e)
A different approach to the problem of classifying the finite dimensional

irreducible U(g, e)-modules is given by Brundan, Goodwin, and Kleshchev in [BGK].
In this paper the authors construct Verma modules for U(g, e). The key to this is
a reductive subalgebra go of 9 which contains e. This leads to the "smaller" finite
W-algebra U(go, e) which plays the role of a Cartan subalgebra in defining highest
weight modules.
Throughout this section we assume for simplicity that the grading from (11.1)
is an even grading, though all the results we mention hold in general. Refer to [BGK]
for the general results.
To define go, assume that t, our fixed maximal toral subalgebra of g, is chosen
so that it contains h and so that t e is a maximal toral subalgebra of ge n g(O). For
a E (te )* let go< denote the a-weight space of g. So

where go is the centralizer of t e in 9 and <I>e

c W)* denotes the set of nonzero weights

of t e on g. Thus we have defined go, which is now a minimal Levi subalgebra of 9
containing e.
Recall that we have fixed a Borel subalgebra b of 9 containing t, and that <I>+
denotes the corresponding set of positive roots. Let q = go + b, which is a parabolic
subalgebra of 9 with Levi factor go. For each simple root a E <I>+, the corresponding
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root space of g must lie in go or the nil-radical of q. It follows that ga

~

q or g-a

~

q

for each a E <I>e. Define <I>~ = {a E <I>e I ga ~ q}. This defines the dominance order

> on W)*: ,\

~ f1

if ,\ -

f1

E Z~o<I>~, and it is now the case that <I>e = -<I>~

u <I>~.

Let a be g, ge, or p, and for a E (te) * let aa denote the a-weight space of a.
Let a±

= EBaE<I>± aa, so a = a_ E9 ao E9 a+ and U(a) = EBaEZ<I>e U(a)a. In particular,

U(a)o is a subalgebra. Let U(a)# denote the left ideal of U(a) generated by the
roots spaces aa for a E <I>~. Similarly let U(a)b denote the right ideal of U(a)
generated by the roots spaces aa for a E <I>=-. Let U(a) 0,# = U(a) 0 n U(a) #' and

U(a)b,O = U(a)o n U(a)b' Now the PBW theorem implies that U(a)o,# = U(a)b,O,
hence U(a)o,# is a two-sided ideal of U(a)o. Moreover, ao is a subalgebra of a, and
we actually have that U(a)o = U(ao) E9 U(a)o,#. Let

7f :

U(a)o - U(ao)

be the algebra homomorphism defined by projection along this decomposition.
It is easy to see that
t e ~ U(g, e)

since ([m, t], e)

= 0 for all m

E

(II.4)

m, tEte. Recall that the good filtration on U(g, e)

is defined in §II.l, and that gr U(g, e) = U(ge). The following theorem is due to
Premet in [PI]:

Theorem IrA.l. There exists a te-equivariant injection 8 : ge
gr' 8 : ge

'---+

'---+

U(g, e) such that

u(ge) is the natural embedding.

It should be noted that 8 is not a Lie algebra homomorphism.
Let hI,.' ., hi be a basis of gb· Let
bases of g=- and

g~

fr, ... , 1m,

and el, ...

,em

be te-weight

respectively, such that Ii is of weight -"ti, and ei is of weight
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"'Ii for "'11, ... ,"'1m E <I>~. For i

= 8(h j ). For a

and H j

= 1, ... ,m,

E IZ~o, let Fa

j

= 1,

=

Ffl

,l, let F i
F~m.

= 8(Ji), E i = 8(ei),

For b E IZko' c E IZ~o

define H b , EC similarly. Theorem II.4.1 implies that the following is a PBW basis
of U(g,e):

It will be useful to note that for a, c E IZ~o, b E IZko' the monomial Fa H b EC is of

weight 2.:(Ci - aihi.
Let U(g, e)# be the left ideal of U(g, e) generated by {E I , ... , Em}.

Let

U(g, e)b be the right ideal of U(g, e) generated by {FI , ... , Fm }. Let U(g, e)o,# =
U(g, e)# n U(g, e)o. Let U(g, e)b,O

=

U(g, e)b n U(g, e)o. Now from the above PBW

basis it is clear that U(g, e)o,# = U(g, e)b,O, and so U(g, e)o,# is a two-sided ideal of

U(g, e)o.
Let bl , ... ,br be a homogeneous basis for m such that bi is of degree -di and
t-weight fJi E t*, and let
"'I

=

L

(II.5)

fJi.

l<i<r

.6il;;;E<I>=-

By [BCK, Lemma 4.1], "'I extends uniquely to a character of Po· Let S-'Y : U(po)

U(po) be defined by S-'Y(x) =

X -

"'I(x) for x E Po, so S-'Y an algebra isomorphism.

Theorem 11.4.2. The restriction of S-'Y

01f :

U(p)o

-*

surjective algebra homomorphism

1L'Y: U(g, e)o

with ker1L'Y

=

U(g,e)o.#.

---+

-*

U(go, e)

U(po) to U(g, e)o defines a
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For a U(g, e)-module V and A E W)* let

VA = {v E V I (t+i(t))V

=

A(t) for all tEte},

(11.6)

recalling that t e is naturally a subalgebra of U(g, e) by (II.4). Now it is the case
that U(g, e)a VA ~ VHa , so VA is preserved by U(g, e)o. We say that VA is a maximal

weight space of V if U(g, e)# VA

=

O.

Assuming this is the case, the action of

U(g, e)o factors through the homomorphism

7L)'

from Theorem 11.4.2, thus VA is

also a U(go, e)-module. Since t e can naturally be considered a subalgebra of U(go, e)
by (II.4) again, restricting the action of U (go, e) on VA to t e gives a new action of t e
on VA satisfying

t.v = A(t)V for all tEte
(which is why the shift by i is included in the definition of the A-weight space of a

U(g, e)-module from (11.6)).
A U(g, e)-module is a highest weight module if it is generated by a maximal
weight space VA such that VA is finite dimensional and irreducible as a U(go, e)module. Let

be a complete set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional irreducible U(go, e)modules for some indexing set.c. Since U(g, e)# is invariant under left multiplication
by U(g, e) and right multiplication by U(g, e)o, we have that U(g, e)/U(g, e)# is a

(U(g, e), U(g, e)o)-bimodule. Moreover the right action of U(g, e)o factors through
the homomorphism

7r_)'

from Theorem 11.4.2. Thus we have that U(g,e)/U(g,e)#

is a (U(g, e), U(go, e))-bimodule. For A E .c, define M(A, e), the Verma module of
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type A via

M(A, e)
It is worth noting since t e

~

=

U(g, e)/U(g, e)#

Q9U(go,e)

U(go, e) by (II.4) , that t e

~

VA.

Z(U(go, e)), so by Schur's

Lemma t e acts as scalars on VA, so M(A, e) is in fact a highest weight module.
By [BGK, Theorem 4.5] M(A, e) has a unique maximal proper submodule

R(A, e). Let L(A, e)

=

M(A, e)/ R(A, e). Now also by [BGK, Theorem 4.5] we have

that {L(A, e) I A E .c} is a complete set of isomorphism classes of irreducible highest
weight modules for U(g, e). Let

.c+

=

{A E

.c I dim L(A, e) < oo}.

By [BGK, Corollary 4.6]' {L(A, e) I A E .c+} is a complete set of isomorphism classes
of finite dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-modules.
Unfortunately, an explicit set

.c

parameterizing the finite dimensional irre-

ducible U(go, e)-modules is still unknown in general. In the next section, we focus
on a special case in which such a parameterization is available.

11.5

The Case that e Is Regular in go
We assume in this section that e is a regular nilpotent element of go. In

this case, by Kostant's Theorem we have that U(go, e)

~

Z(go) and in turn by

the Harish-Chandra Isomorphism, Z(go) ~ S(i)Wo where W o is the Weyl group
associated to go. We state this more precisely in the following lemma. Let
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where the (3i are defined as in (II.5). The following lemma is essentially [BGK,
Lemma 5.1]:
Lemma 11.5.1. Let ~ : U(Po)
projection Po
~ -T/

:

= S -T/

0

---tt

----+

S(t) be the homomorphism induced by the natural

t. Let S_T/ : S(t)

----+

S(t), x

f-t

x - "7(x) (x E t).

Then the map

~ defines an algebra isomorphism U (flo, e) ~ S (t) Wo .

Since S(t)Wo is a free polynomial algebra, we have by the isomorphism from
Lemma II.5.1 that £ = t* /Wo = m-Spec(S(t)Wo). Moreover, in this case there
is a conjecture in [BGK], which describes the subset £+ of £ in combinatorial
terms. Recall we have fixed a Borel subalgebra b of fl containing t, and cP+ is the
corresponding set of positive roots. Let CPt = {a E cP+ I flex ~ flo} denote the
resulting system of positive roots for the Levi subalgebra flo of fl. Also recall for
).. E t* that

L()") denotes the irreducible U(fl)-module of highest weight).. - p.

Conjecture 11.5.2. For A E £ pick)" E A such that ().., a V) tI- 2;>0 for all a E CPt.
Then L(A, e) is finite dimensional if and only if Annu(g)L()")

= G.e.

This conjecture has recently been proved by Losev in [L03]. This means that
in principle it is possible to determine the subset £+ of £, applying the existing
theory of primitive ideals to determine when Annu(g,e)L()..) = G.e. In practice this
is not very explicit, and there is hope for a much more concrete description of £+ in
many cases. In [BGK] this is been done in type A for finite W-algebras associated to
arbitrary nilpotent elements of fl[n- The rest of this thesis is devoted to this problem
in the rectangular cases in types B, C, and D.
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CHAPTER III

RECTANGULAR FINITE W-ALGEBRAS AND TWISTED YANGIANS

In this chapter we will prove that rectangular finite W -algebras are quotients
of twisted Yangians.

IlL!

Statement of the Main Result
We begin by fixing explicit matrix realizations for the classical Lie algebras.

For any integer n ;::: 1, we will label the rows and columns of n x n matrices by the
ordered index set

'In
Let

gn

=

g(n

= {-n

+ 1, -n + 3, ... , n

- 1}.

with standard basis given by the matrix units {ei,j

Ii, j

E'In }. Let J:);

be the n x n matrix with (i, j) entry equal to Oi,-j, and set

g~

= SOn = {x

T

E gn I x J;:

+ J;:x = O},

where x T denotes the usual transpose of an n x n matrix. Assuming in addition
that n is even, let

J;; be the

n x n matrix with

(i, j) entry equal to Oi,-j if j > 0

and -Oi,-j if j < 0, and set

g~

= sPn = {x

E gn I x

T

J;; + J;; x = O}.

(III.1 )
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We adopt the following conventions regarding signs. For i E In, define i E 7l/271 by

if i

~

0;
(IIL2)

if i < O.
and define 'i E 7l/271 by
1: =

~ = {o

if i :::; 0;
if i > 0.

1

We will often identify a sign
example,

Z
E denotes

1 if

E

E=

(III.3)

± with the integer ±1 when writing formulae. For

= + or i = 0, and it denotes -1 if E = - and i = 1. With

this notation, .9~ is spanned by the matrices {ei,j - fH3 e_j,-i I i, j E In}.
For the remainder of this work, we fix integers n, l ~ 1 and signs
assuming that ¢

= f if l is odd, ¢ =

show that the finite W-algebra

-f

if l is even, and ¢

U(.9~z, e)

f,

¢

E

{±},

= + if n is odd. We will

constructed from a nilpotent matrix e of

Jordan type (In) in the Lie algebra .9~z is the levell quotient of the twisted Yangian

Y!

associated to the Lie algebra .9~.
To formulate the main result precisely, first consider the finite W-algebra

side. Let.9
{fa,b

I a, b E

= .9~z

and fa,b

=

ea,b - fii+be_b,_a, so .9 is spanned by the matrices

I nz }. Up to isomorphism, the finite W-algebra to be defined shortly

only depends on 9 and the Jordan type (In). However we need to fix an explicit
choice of coordinates so that we can be absolutely explicit about the isomorphism
in Theorem IIL1.1 below. We do this by introducing an n x l rectangular array of
boxes, labeling rows in order from top to bottom by the index set In and columns
in order from left to right by the index set I

z•

Also label the individual boxes in the

array with the elements of the set I nz . For a E I nz we let row(a) and col (a) denote
the row and column numbers of the box in which a appears. We require that the
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boxes are labeled skew-symmetrically in the sense that row( -a)
col( -a)

= - col(a). If f = - we require in addition that a >

or if col( a) = 0 and row (a)

>

= - row(a) and

0 either if col (a)

>

0

0; this additional restriction streamlines some of the

signs appearing in formulae below. For example, if n = 3, l = 2 and

f

= -, ¢ =

+,

one could pick the labeling

51
-3 3
-1 5

mJ
and get that row(1)

= -2 and col(1) = 1. We remark that the above arrays are a

special case of the pyramids introduced by Elashvili and Kac in [EK]; see also [BG].
Having made these choices, we let e E 9 denote the following nilpotent matrix
of Jordan type (In):

e=

L

fa,b

a,bEInl

row(a)=row(b)
col(a)+2=col(b) 2:2
In the above example,

e

L

+

fa,b

a,bEInl

~fa,b.

(IlIA)

a,bEInl

row(a)=row(b) >0
col(a)+2=col(b)=1

= f -1,5 + ~f-313 =

L

+

row(a)=row(b)=0
col(a)+2=col(b)=1

e-1,5

+ e-5,1 + e-3,3'

Also define an even

grading

(IlI.5)

9 = EBg(r)
rEZ

with e E g(2) by declaring that deg(Ja,b)

= col(b) - col(a). Note this grading

coincides with the grading obtained by embedding e into the .s[2-triple (e, h, 1) where

h=

L col( -a)ea,a

(IIl.6)

aEInl

and considering the ad h-eigenspace decomposition of g. Let p = EBr2:0 9 (r) and
m

= EBr<O 9 (r). For the non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear for on 9 from

§II.1 we use the form (x, y) = ~ tr(xy). Define X : m

--->

C by x

1-7

(e, x). An explicit
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calculation using the formula for the nilpotent matrix e recorded above shows that

X(fa,b) =

if row (a)

-f

Mb

(III.7)

X(f-b,-a) = 1

= row(b) , col(a) = col(b) + 2 and either col(a) :::: 2 or col (a) =

0; all other !a,b

E m satisfy X(fa,b) =

1, row(a) ::::

O. Recall from §IL1 that

U(g,e) = {u E U(p) I pr([x,u]) = 0 for all x Em}
where pr : U(g)

-------t

U(p) is projection along the the decomposition from (II.2).

To make the connection between U(g, e) and the twisted Yangians, we exploit
a shifted version of the Miura transform, which we define as follows. Let

~ =

g(O)

be the Levi factor of p coming from the grading. It is helpful to bear in mind that
there is an isomorphism

if l = 2m;

(IIL8)
if l = 2m + 1.
Although we never need this explicitly, we note for completeness that this isomorphism maps !a,b E f) to !row(a),row(b) E g~ if col(a) = col(b) = 0 or to erow(a),row(b) in
the rco~a)lth copy of gn if col(a) = col(b)

pq =

> O. For q E T l , let

nq-E
2

if q > 0;

nq+E
-2-

if q < 0;

0

if q

(III. g)

= O.

Let fl be the automorphism of U(f)) defined on generators by fl(fa,b)

= !a,b-Oa,bPcol(a)'
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Let ~ : U(p) - U(f)) be the algebra homomorphism induced by the natural projection p - f). The Miura transform

fJ, :

U(p)

fJ, = TJ

---+

0

U(f)) is the composite map

(III. 10)

~.

By [Ly, §2.3] (or Theorem III.3.4 below) the restriction of fJ, to U(.g, e) is injective.
Now we turn our attention to the twisted Yangian
if l is even and ¢ =

E

if l is odd. By definition,

y;t

y;t,

recalling that ¢ =

-E

is a subalgebra of the Yangian

Yn . The Yangian Yn is a Hopf algebra over C with countably many generators

{Ti~~) I i, j E In, r E Z>o}. To give the defining relations and other data for the
Yangian it is convenient to use the power series

Ti,j(u) = LTi:;)u- r E Yn[[u- 1 ]]
r2:0

where Ti:~)

= 6i,j' Now the defining relations are

This and subsequent formulae involving generating functions should be interpreted
by equating coefficients of the indeterminates u and v on both sides of equations, as
discussed in detail in [MNO, §1]. For example, the comultiplication.6. : Y n ---+ Yn0Yn
making Yn into a Hopf algebra is defined by the formula

.6.(Ti,j(u)) = L

(III. 11)

7h(u) 0 Tk,j(u).

kEIn

By [MNO, §3.4], there exists an automorphism T

:

Yn

---+

Yn of order 2 defined
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by

We define the twisted Yangian Y! to be the subalgebra of Yn generated by the
elements {Si(,~)

Ii, j

Si,j(U) =

E

'In, r

L

E Z>o} coming from the expansion

L

Si(l u - 1' =

1';:::0

T(Ti,k(U))Tk,j(u)

E

Yn[[u- 1 ]].

(III. 12)

kEIn

This is not the same embedding of Yrf into Yn as used in [MNO, §3]: we have twisted
the embedding there by the automorphism T. The relations for the twisted Yangian
are given by

(III. 13)

and
(III.14)
Because of the fact that

T

is a coalgebra antiautomorphism of Yn , we get

from [MNO, §4.17] that the restriction of ..6. to Yrf has image contained in Yrf ® Yn
and

..6.(Si,j(U)) =

L

Sh,k(U) ® T(Ti,h(U))Tk,j(u).

(III.15)

h,kEIn
We let ..6. (m) : Yn ---t yn@(m+l) denote the mth iterated comultiplication. The preceding formula shows that it maps Yrf into Yrf ® yn@m.
By [MNO, §1.16] there is an evaluation homomorphism Yn ---t U(gn)' In view
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of this and (IlL8), we obtain for every 0 < p E I z a homomorphism

(IlLI6)

where a, b E I nz are defined from row(a) = i, row(b) = ) and col (a) = col(b) = p.
The image of this map is contained in the subalgebra of U(f)) generated by the
rp/2lth copy of gn from the decomposition (IlL8). There is also an evaluation
homomorphism Y,,!
(so

E

-+

U(g~) defined in [MNO,

§3.11]. If we assume that l is odd

= ¢), we can therefore define another homomorphism
(IlLI7)

where row(a) = i, row(b) = ) and col(a) = col(b) = 0; if

E

= - this depends on our

convention for labeling boxes as specified above. The image of this map is contained
in the subalgebra of U(f)) generated by the subalgebra

g~

in the decomposition

(IlL8). Putting all these things together, we deduce that there is a homomorphism

defined by
eVl 0 eV3 0· . ·0 eVZ-l
KZ

=

o~ (m)

{ eVa 0 eV2 0 .. ·0 eVZ-l o~ (m)

if l = 2m + 2;

(IIl.18)
if l

= 2m + 1,

where 0 indicates composition with the natural multiplication in U(f)). We define
the twisted Yangian of levell to be the image of this map. Now we are ready to
state the main theorem of this chapter.
Theorem IlL!.!. /-L(U(g, e)) = KI(Y!).
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We will show moreover that the kernel of

{S;,11 i, j

E Tn' r

J),l

is generated by the elements

> l}

if l is even;

(IlLIg)
(T)
{Si,j

Since U(g, e)

c::::!

+ P'S(T-l)
2 i,j

I '"
/" "
J E

'T
.Ln

,r

>

l}

if l is odd.

f.1(U(g, e)) by injectivity of the Miura transform, and we have a full

set of relations between the generators S;~) of Y!, this means that we have found a
full set of generators and relations for the finite W-algebra U(g, e).
The key step in our proof of Theorem III. !. 1 is a remarkable explicit formula
for the generators of U(g, e) corresponding to the elements

S;,1 E Yt.

In the remain-

der of this section we want to explain this formula. Given i, j E Tn and p, q E

'I" ,

let a, b be the elements of Tn1 such that col(a) = p, col(b) = q, row(a) = i, and

row(b) = j. Define a linear map si,j : gl

---t

9 by setting

(III. 20)

Let M n denote the algebra of n x n matrices over C, with rows and columns labeled
by the index set Tn as usual, and let T(gl) be the tensor algebra on the vector space

gl' Let
S :

T(gl)

---t

M n ® U(g)

be the algebra homomorphism that maps a generator x E gl to

(III.2I)
Li,jEI ei,j
n

® si,j(x).

This in turn defines linear maps

Si,j :

T(gl)

---t

U(g),

(III. 22)
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such that
S(X)

L

=

ei,j

0

Si,j(X)

i,jETn

for every x E T(gz). Note for any x, Y E T(gl) that

Si,j(XY)

=

L

Si,k(X)Sk,j(Y)

(III. 23)

kETn

and also

Si,j (1) = Oi,j'

If A is an l x l matrix with entries in some ring, we define its row determinant

rdet A to be the usual Laplace expansion of determinant, but keeping the (not
necessarily commuting) monomials that arise in row order; see e.g. [BK2, (12.5)].
For q E I z and an indeterminate u, let

Uq

= U + eq,q + Pq

E

T(gz)[u]'

recalling the definition of Pq from (III.9). Define D(u) to be the l x l matrix with
entries in T(g(I)[U] whose (p, q) entry for p, q E I z is equal to

ep,q if p < q;

D(u)p,q

uq

if p = q;

-1

if p

= q + 2 < 0;

-¢

if p

= q + 2 = 0;

1

if p = q + 2> 0;

0

if p > q + 2.

=

(III.24)
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For example, if l = 4 then

'11,-3

e-3,-1

e-3,1

e-3,3

-1

'11,-1

e-1,1

e-1,3

0

1

'11,1

e1,3

0

0

1

'11,3

0('11,) =

If l is odd we also need the l x l matrix

0 ('11,)

_
{o(u)p,q
O( u)p,q =
eo,o

defined by

if p

# 0 or q #

if p = q =

0;

o.

For example, if l = 5 then

0('11,)

0('11,)

=

=

'11,-4

e-4,-2

e-4,0

e-4,2

e-4,4

-1

'11,-2

e-2,0

e-2,2

e-2,4

0

-¢

'11,0

eO,2

eo,4

0

0

1

'11,2

e2,4

0

0

0

1

'11,4

'11,-4

e-4,-2

e-4,0

e-4,2

e-4,4

-1

'11,-2

e-2,0

e-2,2

e-2,4

0

-¢

eo,o

eO,2

eO,4

0

0

1

'11,2

e2,4

0

0

0

1

'11,4

(III. 25)
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Then we let

z

w(u)

=

L

{

if l is even;

rdetO(u)

WZ_rUr =

00

r=-oo

rdetO(u)

_

+ ~(-2¢u)-rrdetO(u)

if l is odd.
(III. 26)

This defines elements Wr E T (gz), hence elements Si,j (w r ) E U (g) for i, j E In and

r

~

1. It is obvious from the definition that each si,j(wr ) actually belongs to U(p).

Theorem 111.1.2. The elements {Si,j(W r )

U(g, e). Moreover, P(Si,j(W r ))

=

Ii, j

E In, r ~

1} generate the subalgebra

fl,z(Sf,1).

The hardest part of the proof is to show that each Si,j (w r ) belongs to U (g, e).
This is established by a lengthy calculation which we postpone until §III.4. In §III.2
we study the twisted Yangian of level l, in particular proving a PBW theorem for
this algebra and computing the kernel of fl,z as mentioned above. We also check that

P(Si,j(Wr )) = fl,z(Sf,1). Then in §III.3 we complete the proofs of Theorems III.1.1
and III. 1.2. At the same time we obtain a direct proof of the injectivity of the Miura
transform in this case.

111.2

Basis Theorem for the Twisted Yangian of Level l
Continuing with notation from the previous section, we begin this section by

giving a different description of the map fl,z : Y!

T(u)

=

L

-----t

U(~) from (III.18). Let

ei,j ® Ti,j(u) E M n ® Yn[[u-1j]'

i,jEIn
S(u) =

L
i,jEIn

ei,j ® Si,j(u) E M n ® Y![[u-1jj.
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For a linear map

f :V

Mn

Mn

id Q9f

:

Q9

V

---+

---+

Q9

W, we use the same notation

W. Thinking of elements of M n

f
Q9

for the induced map
V (resp. M n

Q9

W) as

n x n matrices with entries in V (resp. W), this is just the linear map obtained by
applying

f

simultaneously to all matrix entries. We extend (III.16) by defining a

homomorphism ev _p : Yn

---+

U (f)) for 0 < p E II by setting

ev _p = evp

(III. 27)

OT.

Since the images of evp and eV q commute for p =I- ±q, it is then the case by (III.18),

(III. 11), (III.12) and (lII.15) that

f1,1(S(U)) =
eVl_I(T(U)) ... eV_l(T(u)) eVl(T(u))··· eVI_l(T(u))

if l is even;

{ eVl-I(T(u))··· eV-2(T(u)) evo(S(u)) eV2(T(u))· .. eVI_l(T(u))

if l is odd,

(III. 28)
where the product on the right hand side is in the algebra Mn

Q9

U(f))[[u- 1 ]].

For any 0 =I- p E II, (III.27), (III.16), and the labeling convention for boxes
implies that
ev p (T,ot,]o(u)) = 50t,)0+ u- l4iC
'f/ i+j)ja, b,
where a, bE I

nl

satisfy row(a)

notation (III.20) we have that

= i, row(b) = j and col(a) = col(b) = p. Hence in the
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Also (III.17) is equivalent to
00

eVO(Si,.i(u))

=

6i,j

+ (u + ~)-1 Si,j(eO,o)

=

6i,j

+ 2:) -2¢ )-ru- 1- r Si,j(eO,o).
r=O

Using the more sophisticated notation (III.21), we deduce that

uevp(T(u)) = s(u + ep,p) ,
00

uevo(S(u)) = s(u + eo,o)

+ 2:) -2¢u)-r s(eo,o).
r=l

Hence (III.28) is equivalent to the equation

UZ/'i,Z(S(u)) = s((u + e1-Z,1-Z)'" (u

+ e-1,-1)(U + e1,1) ... (u + eZ-1,l-1))

(III.29)

if l is even and

00

+ 2:) -2¢U)-r s((u + e1-Z,l-Z)'"

(u

+ e-2,-2)eO,0(u + e2,2)'"

(u

+ eZ-1,Z-1))

r=l

(III.30)
if l is odd. Equating u Z- r -coefficients gives that

/'i,Z(S~r))
=
~,J

6""' s·~,J·(ePI,PI ... ePr,Pr )
PI,.··,PrEIl
PI <"-<Pr
r-1

+ L( _2¢)t-r
t=l

L

si,j(epl,PI ... ept,pt) ,

(III.31)

PI,...,ptEIl
PI <··-<Pt
OE{PI,·.·,Pt}

the last term in this formula being zero automatically if l is even. The following
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theorem verifies the second statement of Theorem III.1.2.
Theorem 111.2.1. U1K,I(S(U)) = fJ(s(w(u))).

Proof. The Miura transform (III.10) satisfies fJ(s(u p)) = s(u+ep,p) and fJ(s(ep,q))

o if p < q.

=

So recalling the matrices n(u) and O(u) from (III.24) and (III.25) we get

that
fJ(s(rdet n(u))) = s((u + el-l,l-l)'" (u

+ el-l,l-l)),

and

fJ(s(rdet O(u))) = s((u + el-l,l-l)'" (u

+ e-2,-2)eO,O(u + e2,2) ... (u + el-l,l-l))'

The theorem follows on comparing (III.26), (III.29) and (III.30).

o

The goal now is to prove a PBW theorem for the twisted Yangian of levell,

K,1(Y:!). We will need the following elementary lemma, which is established in the
proof of [BK1, Theorem 3.1].
Lemma III,2.2. Let X be the variety of tuples (AI-I> A 3 -1,

matrices. Let

...

,A1-d of n x n

xtJ E C[X] be the coordinate function picking out the (i, j) entry of

A r · Let Y be the variety of tuples (B I , ... , B 1) of n x n matrices. Let ytJ E Cry] be
the coordinate function picking out the (i, j) entry of B r . Define

where
Br

=

L
PI,···,PrEIl
PI <"'<Pr

ApI A p2 ... Apr'
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z. e. B r is the rth elementary symmetric function in the matrices (AI-I, ... , AI-d.

Then the comorphism

()* :

Cry]

(}*(y[r J )
t,J

--+

C[X] satisfies

=
il ,... ,ir-I EIn
PI, ..·,PrEIl
PI <'''<Pr

Moreover the derivative d(}x : Tx(X)

x = (cl-zIn,"" CI-1ln ) such that

--+

To(x)(Y) is an isomorphism for any point

CI-Z, ... ,

Cl-l are pairwise distinct scalars.

We observe by (III.31) for i,j E In that

K,1(S~,7) = a

if l is even and r > l;
(III.32)

{ K,1(Si(]) = -~K,I(St-l»)

if l is odd and r > l.

Following [MNO, §3.14], we say (i, j, r) is admissible if i, j E In' 1 ::; r :s; l, and

i

+j

i

a

=

+ and r

is even;

+j < a

if ¢ =

+ and r

is odd;

i

+j < a

if ¢ = - and r is even;

i

+ j :s; a

if ¢ = - and r is odd.

::;

if ¢

Now consider the standard filtration on

U(~)

defined by declaring that each x E

~

is in degree 1. This induces a filtration on the subalgebra K,1(Y:!) so that gr K,1(Y:!)
is a subalgebra of gr U(~). Note by (III.31) that each K,1(St») belongs to the filtered
degree r component of

U(~).
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Theorem 111.2.3. The elements

are algebraically independent generators for the commutative algebra gr ~l (Yj'). Hence
the monomials in the elements

taken in some fixed order form a basis for ~l (Yj').
Proof By (III.14) and (III.32) monomials in the elements

taken in some fixed order generate gr ~1(Yj'), so it suffices to prove they are algebraically independent. Let notation be as in Lemma III.2.2. Let V be the closed
subspace of X defined by the ideal I generated by

[r]
{ Xi,j

[-r] I""
+ <.pJ.,;Wi X_j,_i
2, J E .L n , r
'T

As f) is the vector space spanned by
the relations

Si,j(ep,p)

declaring that gr l

=

{Si,j(ep,p) I

-¢Hjs_j,_i(e_p,_p) ,

Si,j(ep,p)

=

i,i

'T }
E.L1
.

E In,p E II} subject only to

we can identify gr U(f)) with C[V] by

xrJ + I.

Let W be the closed subspace of Y defined by the ideal J generated by

{

[r] - (l)rJ.,Hj
IT]
I"'
'T , r -1, ... ,
yi,j
<.p
Y-j,-i
1" J E .L
n

l} .
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We claim that 8(V)

~

W, i.e. 8*(J) ~ I. To see this note that

il ,... ,ir-I E'In
PI, .. ·,PrE'I1
PI <"O<Pr

(mod 1)
il ,... ,ir-I E'In
PI, .. ·,PrE'I1
PI < .. O<pr

Hence 8*

(ytJ - (-1 Y¢i+jy~1,_i) E I.

Choose x = (cl-zIn , ... , cz-1In ) E X so that
tinct and Ci

+ C-i =

=

are pairwise dis-

O. Then x belongs to V. Now apply Lemma III.2.2 to de-

duce that d8 x : T x(V)
dim V

Cl-Z, ... , CZ-l

----+

To(x) (W) is injective. An easy calculation shows that

dim W, hence d8 x : Tx(V)

----+

Theorem 4.3.6(i)] this implies that 8 : V
comorphism 8* : C[W]
erated by the elements

----+

To(x) (W) is an isomorphism.
----+

By [Sp,

W is a dominant morphism, so the

C[V] = gr U(f)) is injective. As C[W] is freely gen-

{ytJ I (i, j, r) is admissible}, we deduce that the elements

{8*(ytJ) I (i,j, r) is admissible}

are algebraically independent too. It remains to

observe by applying grr to (III. 31 ) and using (III.23) that

=
gr r /'l,z(S(r))
2,)
il, ... ,ir-IE'In
PI, .. ·,PrE'I1
PI <'''<P,'

o
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Corollary III. 2.4. The elements

if l is even;

{s (') + 2"
i,j

</1S(,-l) , . .
rr
i,j
Z, J E .Ln , r

>

l}

if l is odd

generate the kernel of /'i,z.
Proof. Let I denote the two-sided ideal of Y:! generated by the elements listed in
Corollary III.2.4. Now /'i,z induces a map K,z : Y:! /1---+ /'i,z(Y:!). Since Y:!/ I is spanned
by the set of all monomials in the elements

{sJ,1 + I

I (i,j,

r) is admissible} taken

in some fixed order by [MNO, §3.14]' and the images of these monomials are linearly
independent in /'i,z(Y:!) by Theorem III.2.3, we deduce that K,z is an isomorphism.

0

We also obtain a new proof of the PBW theorem for twisted Yangians, different from the one in [MNO, §3].
Corollary III.2.5. The set of all monomials in the elements

{st}

I

(i, j, r) is admissible}

taken in some fixed order forms a basis for Y:!.
Proof. It is clear from (III.14) that such monomials span Y:f. The fact that they are
linearly independent follows from Theorem III.2.3 by taking sufficiently large l.

III. 3

0

Proof of the Isomorphism Theorem

In §III.4 below we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem III.3.1. For i,j E In and r 2:: 1) the element

Si,j(W,)

belongs to U(g, e).
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In the remainder of this section we explain how to deduce the main results
formulated in §III.l from this theorem.
Recall the definition of the good filtration on U (g, e) from §11.1 for which the
associated graded algebra gr U(g, e) is identified with the graded subalgebra U(ge)
of U (p ). The element Si,j (W r+1) belongs to the subspace of elements of degree r in
the good filtration, and we have that Si,j(Wr+l) E U(g, e) by Theorem III.3.1. So it
makes sense to define

(III. 33)
for r 2:: O. Explicitly, we have that

·· -- """
6
f t,);r

(III. 34)

a p,q s·t,)·(e p,q )

p,qETI
q-p=2r

where
1

if q < 0;

¢( _1)q/2

if p < 0 and q 2:: 0 and l is odd;

(_1)(q+l)/2

if p < 0 and q

(_1)(q-p)/2

if p 2::

> 0 and l is even;

o.

This formula comes from the fact that the monomial

ep,q

where q - p

=

2r occurs

in rdet n(u) as a coefficient of ul-(r+l) (and thus in Wr+l) because of the element
IJ

=

(p, q, q - 2, ... ,p

+ 2)

in the symmetric group on II' Now

ap,q

= sgn(IJ) * N,

where N is the number of -1 's strictly below and strictly to the left of

ep,q

in the

matrix n(u).
So (III.34) shows that each !i,j;r E U(ge) is an element of g, hence belongs
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Lemma 111.3.2. The elements {fi,j;r I (i,j, r+ 1) is admissible} form a basis for ge.

Proof. We have already observed that each fi,j;r belongs to ge. By [Ja, §3.2], the
dimension of ge is
if l is even;
if l is odd.
An easy calculation shows that this is the same as the number of admissible triples.
Now it just remains to show that the elements fi,j;r for all admissible (i, j, r

+ 1)

are linearly independent. This is easy to see on noting that all these elements are
non-zero, which follows by computing some explicit matrix coefficients.

0

Theorem 111.3.3. The elements {si,j(w r ) I (i,j,r) is admissible} generate U(g,e).

Proof. By (II.3), (III.33) and Lemma III.3.2, the elements

{grr Si,j(Wr+l) I (i,j, r

+ 1) is

admissible}

generate gr U (g, e), the associated graded algebra in the good filtration. The theorem follows from this statement by induction on the filtration.

o

The main theorems of this chapter, Theorems III.l.1 and III.l. 2, follow from
Theorems III.3.1, III.3.3 and III.2.l. Finally we include a proof of the following
theorem, which is originally due to [Ly, Corollary 2.3.2] in a more general setting.
Theorem 111.3.4. The Miura transform /-l : U(g, e)

-----t

U(b) from (III.l0) is injec-

tive.
Proof. Recall the definition of the Kazhdan filtration of U (g, e) from chapter II.
Note that /-l is a filtered map with respect to the Kazhdan filtration on U(g, e) and
the standard filtration on U(b). We actually show that the associated graded map
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gr f-L : gr U (g, e)

--t

gr U (f)) is injective, which implies the theorem. Each si,j (w,) is in

degree r under the Kazhdan filtration and ""1(3;,1) is in degree r under the standard
filtration on U(f)). Moreover Theorem III.2.1 shows that f-L(si,j(w,)) = ""1(3;~)), hence
(gr f-L)(gr, Si,j(W,)) = gr, ""l(3;,1). So by Theorem III.2.3 and the PBW theorem for

U(g, e) we deduce that gr f-L : gr U(g, e)

IlIA

--t

gr U(f)) is injective.

D

Proof of Invariance
In this section we prove Theorem III.3.1. We need to show for i, j E In and

r ;::: 1 that

(III.35)
for all m E m. Since m is generated by the elements

(III.36)

we just need to consider the actions of these elements on each si,j (w,). Actually we
work in terms of the generating series Si,j(W(U)) from (III.26), and we use the natural
extension of pr to a homomorphism pr : U(g)[u]

--t

lengthy, we break them up into a series of lemmas.

U(p)[u]. As the calculations are
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Lemma IIIA.I. Let Yl,.'" Yrn E 91. Let i,j, h, k E In. Let p, q E II' Then

rn

=L

Sh,j(Yl 0··· 0 Yt-dSi,k(ep,qYt 0 Yt+l ® ... 0 Yrn)

t=l
rn

-L

Sh,j(Yl 0· .. ® Yt-l ® Ytep,q) Si,k (Yt+l 0' .. 0 Yrn)

t=l

+ --y (-

t

Sh,-i(Yl ® ... ® Yt-l)s_j,k(e_q,-pYt 0 Yt+l 0··· ® Yrn)

t=l

+

t

Sh,-i(Yl ® ... ® Yt-l ® Yte_q,-p)S-j,k(Yt+l ® ... ® Yrn))

t=l

where

if p

= 0, q i= 0;

--y=

if p

(III.37)

i= 0, q = 0,.

ifp,q = 0,
and ep,qYt, Ytep,q, e_q,-pYt, and Yte_q,-p denote matrix multiplication in MI.
Proof. First note that for a, b, c, d E I nl ,

= 6e 1bJIfa ,d

-

6 a ,d Jf I,
eb

+ E&+i:> (-6e)-af-b d + 6-b d Jf "e -a)

Thus for v, w E II and a, b, c, d such that row(a)

1

,

= i, col(a) = p, row (b) = j, col(b) =
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q, row(c) = h, col(c) = v, row(d) = k, col(d) = w we have that

[Si,j(ep,q) , Sh,k(ev,w)]

= [",ifj+jfij
'f'
a,b, "'hiD+kwf]
'f'
c,d
_ ifj+jij+hiJ+kw
iHb
- ¢
(6 c,da,d - 6a,dfc,b + E (-6 c,-af-b,d + 6-b,dfc,-a))
=

",ifj+Jfj+hiJ+kw(",ip+kw
Sh,]·(1)s·~,k (e p,q ev,w ) - ",hiJ+jqs
'f'
'f'
'f'
h,]·(e v,W ep,q )s·~,k (1)

on noting that the

E

term in '"Y equals EiHb due to the labeling convention specified

in the introduction. Now the linearity of

S

implies the lemma holds for m = 1 and

o

any Yl E 91, and the lemma follows from induction on m.

For p, q E II, let Op,q(u) and np,q(u) denote the square submatrices of O(u)
and n(u), respectively, with rows and columns indexed by {p,p + 2, ... , q}.
Lemma 111.4.2. For each i, j E In and for q E II such that q

eq+2,q eq+2,q+2 eq+2,q+4

pr

S·~,].

=

rdet

1

Uq+2

o

1

o

o

eq+2,q+4

~

0,

e q+2,1-1
e q+2,l-1
eq+4,1-1

o

(u + Pq+2 - n)si,j(rdet Oq+4,I-l(U))

= (u + Pq+2 - n)si,j(rdet n q+4,I-l(U)).

Ul-l
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Proof By (IIL7) for any f,g E I n ,pr(sj,g(eq+2,q))

=

OJ,g

=

sj,g(l). So

eq+2,l-1
e q+2,l-1

pr

rdet

S· .
~,J

= Si,j

+

rdet

L
mEIn

o

1

0

0

e q+4,l-1

0

Ul-l

1 eq+2,q+2

eq+2,q+4

eq+2,l-1

1

U q+2

eq+2,q+4

eq+2,l-1

0

1

U q+4

eq+4,l-1

o

o

o

Ul-l

pr([Si,m(eq+2,q),Sm,j(rdetr2q+2,l-1(U))]),

(IIL38)
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Since Uq+2 = eq+2,q+2

rdet

+ U + Pq+2,

doing the obvious row operation gives that

1 e q+2,q+2

e q+2,q+4

e q+2,1-1

1

Uq+2

eq+2,q+4

e q+2,1-1

0

1

u q+4

eq+4,1-1

0

0

0

Ul-l

0 -(u + Pq+2)

=

=

rdet

(u

0

0

1

U q+2

e q+2,q+4

eq+2,1-1

0

1

U q+4

eq+4,1-1

o

o

o

Ul-l

+ Pq+2) rdet nq+4,I-l (u))

(III.39)

Next we apply Lemma (III.4.1) to get that

[Si,m( eq+2,q), Sm,j (rdet

By (III.7) pr(Sm,m(eq+2,q))

nq+2,1-1 (u))] =

=

-sm,m (e q+2,q)Si,j (rdet

nq+4,I-l (u)).

1, so

(III.40)
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Combining (III.39) and (IIIAO) into (1II.38) gives that

eq+2,1-1
eq+2,l-1
Pr

s··
~,J

rdet

o

1

o

o

eq+4,1-1

o

Ul-l

= (u + Pq+2)si,j(rdetDq+4,l_1(u)) - nSi,j(rdetDq+4,I-l(U))
= (u

+ Pq+2 -

n )Si,j (rdet Dq+4,l-l (u))

= (u + Pq+2 - n)si,j(rdet Dq+4,l-l(U))
since Dq+4,l-l(u) = Dq+4,I-l(U) because q ~ 0 by assumption.
Lemma 111.4.3. For each i, j, h, k E In, for q E II such that q

D

> 0, and for p

E II

such that -q < P < q,

and

Proof. We shall prove the result for D( u), but note that an identical proof holds for

D(u). We compute using Lemma IIIA.1 to get that
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where

eq+2,1-1

1

o

eq+2,1-1

o

and
Up

B = Sh,j

ep,q

ep,q
Si,k (rdet nq+4,I-l (u)).

rdet
0

Uq

eq,q

0

1

eq+2,q

We will be more explicit how to calculate B, A is computed in a similar manner. Let
S(X) denote the symmetric group on a set X. Let M

rdet M

=

L

=

np,l-l(U), By definition,

Mp,a(p) M p+2,a(p+2) ... M1-1,a(I-1).

aES({p,p+2, ... ,1-1})

All of the monomials in B come from the second sum in Lemma IlIA. 1 (all the
monomials A come from the first sum in Lemma IlI.4.1, and the last two sums
from that Lemma in the calculation of [si,j(e q+2,q),sh,k(rdetn p,I_1(U))] are zero).
Furthermore every term in this sum is zero except for those coming from Sh,k applied
to monomials in rdet M which contain e v ,q+2 for some v E Iz, v ::; q+2. Now since the
only nonzero terms of M below the diagonal are scalars occurring immediately below
the diagonal, if ()" E S( {p, P + 2, ... ,l-I}) contributes a nonzero term to the second
sum of Lemma IlI.4.1, then ()" E S({p,p+l, ... ,q+2}) x S({q+4, q+6, ... , l-I}).
Thus the sum of the terms of [Si,j(eq+2,q) , sh,k(rdet np,l-l(U))] which come from the
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second sum in Lemma III.4.1 is precisely B.
Since Pq+2 - n = Pq, by Lemma III.4.2,

By (III.7) for any f, 9 E In, pr(Sj,g(e q+2,q))

= 6j,g = Sj,g(1). So the obvious column

operation gives that

o
pr(B)

=

Sh,j

rdet

o
o

Si,k (rdet

Dq+4,I-l (u))

The lemma now follows.

o

Lemma III.4.4. For each i, j, h, k E In and for q E II so that q > 0,

and

Proof We shall prove the result for D(u), but note that an identical proof holds for

D(u). We compute using Lemma III.4.1 to get that
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where

e q+2,l-1

1

e q+2,l-1

o

B

=

Sh,j

o

Ul-l

Si,k (rdet Dq+4,I-l ( u) ) 1

rdet

o
o

uq

eq,q

1

eq+2,q
e_ q ,-q-2

C = sh,-i(rdetD 1 - 1,-q_4(U))S_j,k

e_q,_q

-1

rdet

o

o

and

Ul-l

D = Sh,-i

el-l,-q-2

el-l,-q-2

U- q-2

e_ q -2,-q-2

-1

e_ q ,-q-2

rdet

o
o

x s_j,k(rdet D- q+ 2,l-1(U)).

By Lemma III.4.2,

Ul-l
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The obvious column operation gives that

o
pr(B)

=

Sh,j

rdet

Si,k (rdet Slq+4,l-l (u) )

o

Uq

-(U+pq)

010

Hence pr(A - B) = O.
Since by (IlL7) pr(sj,g(e_ q,-q-2)) = -8 j ,g = sj,g(-l) for any j,g E "In, we
have that
-1

e_q,_q

-1

pr(C) = Sh,_i(rdet Sll-l,-q-4(U))S-j,k

L

e_q,l-l

rdet

o
+

e_q,l-l

o

Ul-l

Sh,_i(rdetSl 1_1,_q_4(U))

mEIn

(III.41 )
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The obvious row operation gives that

S-j,k

-1

e_q,_q

e_q,l-l

-1

u_ q

e_q,l-l

0

0

Ul-l

rdet

= S-j,k rdet

0

-(u+p_q)

0

-1

u_ q

e_q,l-l

0

0

Ul-l

= -(u + P-q)s_j,k(rdetfLq+2,l-1(U)).

(IIIA2)

Next we compute using Lemma IIIA.1 to get that

[S-j,m( e_q,-q-2), Sm,k (rdet fLq,l-l (u))]

= -sm,m(e_q,-q-2)s_j,k(rdet fL q+2,l-1(U)) - A' + B ' ,
where

eq+2,1-1
1
X S-m,k

eq+2,1-1

rdet

o

o

Ul-l
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and

B

I

= ¢?-+.m Sm,j

rdet

S-m,k (rdet Dq+4,l-1 (u)).

o
o

uq

eq,q

1

eq+2,q

By Lemma III.4.2

The usual column operation gives that

o
pr(B' ) = qJ+msm,j

rdet

o

uq

-(u + pq)

010

Thus pr( - A' + B ' ) =

o.

By Lemma III.4.3, we have that [Sm,m(e_ q,-q-2) , s_j,k(rdet D- q+2,l-1(U))]
Now since pr(sm,m(e_q,-q-2)) = -1, we get that

=

o.
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So

(IlI.43)

By combining (IlI.42) and (IlI.43) into (IIlA1) we get that

pr(C) = -(u + P_q)sh,_i(rdetD 1_ 1,_q_4(U))s_j,k(rdetfLq+2,1_1(U))

+ nSh,-i (rdet D1- 1,-q-4(u) )S-j,k (rdet D-q+2,l-1 (u))
=

-(u + P-q-2)Sh,-i(rdet D1_1,_q_4(U))s_j,k(rdet D-q+2,1-1(U)),

Finally, we need to apply pr to D. By (IIl.7) pr(sj,g(e_ q,_q_2)) = -6j,g =
Sj,g( -1) for any f, 9 E 'In.

By Lemma IlI.4.3 sm,-i(e_ q,-q-2) commutes with

s_j,k(rdetD_ q+2,1-1(U)). So the usual column operation gives that

o

el-l,-q-2
pr(D) = Sh,-i

rdet

o
o

U- q-2

-1

- (u

+ P-q-2)
-1

x s_j,k(rdet D-q+2,l-1(U))

= -(U + P_q_2)sh,_i(rdet D1- 1,-q-4(u) )s_j,k(rdet D-q+2,1-1 (u)).
Thus pr(-C + D)

=

O.

Lemma 111.4.5. Suppose that l is even. For each i, j, h, k E'In

D
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Proof Since l is even,

E

= -¢, so in all cases by

(III. 7) we have that for all

!, 9 E In
(III.44)

We compute using Lemma III.4.1 to get that

where

A

1J,1-1

B=Sh·
,J

C

rdet

=sh,j(rdet0 1- 1,-3(1J,))Si,k

rdet

a
a

e1-1,-1

e1,-1

e1,1

e1,1-1

1

1J,1

el,l-l

a

a

1J,1-1

e1-1,-1

Si,k (rdet 0 3 ,1-1 (1J,)) ,
1J,-1

e-1,-1

1

e1,-1

=sh,-i(rdet0 1-1,-3(1J,))S-j,k

rdet

e1,-1

e1,1

e1,1-1

1

1J,1

el,l-l

a

a

1J,1-1
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and

D

=Sh,-i

rdet

o

o

1

Consider A first. Note that

1

pr

Si,k

rdet

o

o

el,l-l

= Si,k rdet

o
+

Ul-l

0

Ul-l

L pr([Si,m(el,-d, sm,k(rdet
mELn

[ll,l-l(U))]).

(III.45)
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The obvious row operation gives that

Si ,k

rdet

o

= Si,k rdet

0

UZ-1

1

o

o

o

UZ-1

(III. 46)

Next consider the terms pr([si,m( e1,-d, sm,k(rdet [21,Z-1 (u))]) from (III.45). We calculate using Lemma III.4.1 to get that

So

(III. 47)
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So by combining (III.47) and (III.46) in (III.45) we we get that

pr(A)

=

(u

+ PdSh,j(rdet 01-1,-3(U))si,k(rdet 03,l-I(U))

- nSh,j (rdet 01-1,-3(u) )Si,k (rdet 0 3,1-1 (u))

+ ESh,j(rdet 01-1,-3(U))si,k(rdet 03,1-I(U))
=

since PI - n

+ E=

(u

+ P-l)sh,j(rdet 01-1,-3(U))si,k(rdet 03,1-I(U)),

(III.48)

P-l.

Next we consider B. The usual column operation gives that

pr(B)

=

Sh,j

rdet

o

Si,k (rdet 0 3,1-1 (u))
U-l

e-l,-1

011

=

Sh,j

rdet

o
o
= (u

e-l,-1

-(U + P-l)

1

0

Si,k (rdet 0 3,1-1 (u) )

+ P_l)sh,j(rdet 01-1,-3(U))si,k(rdet 03,1-I(U)),

(III.49)

So by (III.48) and (III.49), pr(A - B) = O.
Next consider C. Since C is nearly identical to A, an argument nearly identical to that used for A shows that
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Since D is nearly identical to B, an argument nearly identical to that used for B
shows that

So pr(-C + D) =

o.

[J

Lemma 111.4.6. Suppose that l is odd. For i, j, h, k E In,

pr([Si,j(e2,O), sh,k(rdet D(u))])
=

¢/2s h,j(rdet D1- 1,-2(U))Si,k(rdet D4,1-1(U))

and

pr([ Si,j (e2,O), sh,k(rdet f2( u))])

= (u + ¢/2)sh,j(rdet D1- 1,_2(U))Si,k(rdet D4,l-1 (u))

Proof. Since l is odd,

and

E

= ¢. We compute using Lemma

IlIA.1 to get that
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where

A

B

=Sh,j

e1-l,o

1

U2

e2,l-1

0

0

Ul-l

e1-l,o

Si,k (rdet 04,l-1 (u)),

eo,o

+U
1

0

=Sh,j

e2,l-1

rdet
0

jj

e2,2

rdet

=.A =sh,j(rdet 01-l,-2(U))Si,k

U1-l

e2,o

eo,o
e2,o

U1-l

e1-l,o

e1-l,o

0

eo, a

eo,o

0

1

e2,o

rdet

Si,k (rdet 04,l-1 (u)),

eo,-2

C = sh,_i(rdet 01-l,-4(U))S-j,k

rdet

-¢
0

eo,o
eo,o

+U
0

eo,l-l
eo,l-l

Ul-1
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C = Sh,_i(rdet [21-1,-4(U))S-j,k

eO,-2

eo,o

eO,l-l

-¢

eo,o

eO,I-l

o

o

Ul-1

rdet

and

U1-1

D = jj =

Sh,-i

e1-1,-2

e1-1,-2

U-2

e-2,-2

-¢

eO,-2

rdet

o
o
By Lemma III.4.2

pr(A) = pr(A) =
= (u -

By (III.7) for any

(u

+ P2 -

n)sh,j(rdet [21-1,-2(U))si,k(rdet [24,1-1 (u))

¢/2)Sh,j(rdet [21-1,-2(U))Si,k(rdet [24,l-1(U)).

f, 9 E In'

pr(Sj,g(e2,O))

=

6j,g

=

Sj,g(l).

So the obvious column

operation gives that

o
pr(B)

=

Sh,j

rdet

o
o

eo,o

+U
1

Si,k(rdet [24,1-1 (U))

-u
0

= USh,j (rdet [21-1,-2 (U) )Si,k(rdet [24,l-1 (U))
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and
pr(B) = O.
So
(III. 50)
and

(III.51)

Next we consider pr( C). Since

E

=

¢, in all cases we have by (III. 7) that for

any!, 9 E In' pr(Sj,g(eO,-2)) = -¢OJ,g = Sj,g( -¢). So we have that

-¢
pr(C) = sh,_i(rdet D1- 1,-4(U))S-j,k

rdet

-¢ eo,o

o
+

L

eo,o

+U
0

eO,I-l
eO,I-l

Ul-l

sh,_i(rdet D1- 1,-4(U)) pr([S-j,m(eO,-2), sm,k(rdet DO,I-l(U))]),

mEIn

(III. 52)
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The obvious row operation gives that

-¢
S-j,k

rdet

-¢

eo,o
eo,o

o

eO,I-l

+U

o

Ul-l

o
= S-j,k rdet

eO,I-l

o

-u

-¢

eo,o

o

+U

o

eO,I-l

Ul-l

(III. 53)

Next we consider the terms

[S-j,m(eO,-2) ,

sm,k(rdet DO,I-l(U))] from (III.52). Byap-

plying Lemma III.4.1, we compute that

1

rdet

o

+¢i+J+m

Sm,j

(rdet (eo,o1+ u

o

Ul-l

(III. 54)

We need to apply pr to each term of this expression. First we use Lemma III.4.1
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again to get that

(III, 55)

Next by applying Lemma III,4.2, we have that

pr

rdet

S-m,k

a

a

Ul-l

= (u - ¢/2)S_m,k(rdetD4,1_1(U)),

(III, 56)

Next note that

pr

(

Sm,j

(

rdet

(

eoo + U
'1

(III, 57)
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So by combining (III.55), (III.56), and (III.57) in (III.54) we get that

+ q;-+1+m U6m,jS-m,k(rdet0 4,1-1(U)).

(III. 58)

So by combining (III.53) and (III.58) in (III.52) we get that

pr( C)

=

-¢Ush,_i(rdet 01-1,-4( u) )s-j,k(rdet O2 ,1-1 (u))

+ ¢nSh,_i(rdet 01-1,-4( u) )s_j,k(rdet O2,1-1 (u))
- ¢Sh,_i(rdet 01-1,-4( u) )s_j,k(rdet 0

4 ,1-1

(u))

+ q;-+1+'JUSh,_i (rdet 0 1 - 1,-4 (u) )S-j,k (rdet 0 4,1-1 (u))
= -¢( U- n)Sh,_i(rdet 01-1,-4( u) )s-j,k(rdet O2 ,1-1 (u))
- ¢/2s h,_i(rdet 01-1,-4( u) )s-j,k(rdet 0

4 ,1-1

(u)).

(III.59)

For the last equality we use that ¢J+3 = ¢, since j cannot be zero if ¢ = -1.

A very similar calculation shows that

pr( C)

=

¢nsh,-i(rdet 01-1,-4( u) )S-j,k (rdet O 2 ,1-1 (u))
- (u + ¢/2)sh,_i(rdet 01-1,_4(U))S-j,k(rdet 0 4 ,1-1 (u)).

(III.60)
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Finally we must calculate pr(D). Note that

pr(D) = pr(D)

=

Sh

"

rdet

-i

S_j,k(rdet O 2,1-1 (u))

-¢-¢

a

+

L

sh,m(rdet 01-1,-2( u)) pr([Sm,-i( eO,-2), s_j,k(rdet O 2,1-1 (u))]).

mEIn

(III.61)
The obvious column operation gives that

U1-1
Sh,-i

e1-1,-2 e1-1,-2

rdet

= Sh ,-i

a

U-2

e-2,-2

a

-¢

-¢

U1-1

e1-1,-2

a

a

U-2

-(u + P-2)

a

-¢

a

rdet

(III.62)

Next we consider the terms pr([Sm,-i(eO,-2), s_j,k(rdet0 2,1_1(U))]) from (III.61). We
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compute using Lemma IIIA.1 to get that

(IIL63)

So by combining (IIL62) and (III.63) in (III.61) we have that

(III.64)

So by (IIL50), (III.59), and (IIL64) we have that

pr(A - B+qi+J( -C + D))

By (IIL51), (IIL60), and (IIL64) we have that

D
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Now we can prove Theorem III.3.1. We need to show that the equation
(III.35) holds for all elements x lying in the generating set (III.36) for m. This
follows from Lemmas III.4.4, III.4.5 and III.4.6, using the definition of w(u) from
(III.26) .
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CHAPTER IV

REPRESENTATION THEORY OF RECTANGULAR FINITE
W-ALGEBRAS

We continue with the notation of the previous chapter. Recall that n, l are
positive integers, and that
and ¢ =

+ if n

E,

¢

E

{±}, where ¢

if l is odd, ¢ =

-E

if l is even,

is odd. Also we have

9 = g~l =

IV.l

= E

{

+;

sonl

if

E

=

sPnl

if

E

= -.

Statement of the Main Result
Due to the homomorphism

/'\,l :

Y! ----» J-l(U(g, e)) from (III.18), every U(g, e)-

module is a Yri"-module. The finite dimensional irreducible representations of Yri"
are classified in [M], and in this chapter we use Corollary III.2.4 to determine which
of these representations factor through

/'\,l.

This leads to the following classification

of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of U(g, e).
A Yri"-module V is called a highest weight module if V is generated by a vector
v such that Si,j ( u)v

= 0 for all i <

j, and if for all i E In nz 20 we have that Si,i (u)v

=

J-li(U)V for some power series J-li E 1 + u-1tC[[U- 1]]. In this case we say that V is of

highest weight (J-ll (u), J-l3 (u), ... , J-ln-l (u)) if n is even or (J-lo (u), J-l2 (u), ... , J-ln-l (u) )
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if n is odd. By Theorem IV.3.1 below (due to Molev) there is a unique (up to

isomorphism) irreducible highest weight Y!-module for any given weight. Moreover
every irreducible finite dimensional Y!-module is a highest weight module.
By Corollary III.2.4, when l is even the Y!-action on a highest weight module
V of highest weight (f.-Ll(U),f.-L3(U), ... ,f.-Ln-l(U)) factors through /'l,l precisely when
f.-Li(U) is a polynomial in u- 1 of degree at most l for all i E {I, 3, ... , l - I}. When

l is odd, Corollary III.2.4 implies that the Y!-action on a highest weight module
V of highest weight (f.-Lo (u) , f.-L2 (u), ... , f.-Ln-l (u)) factors through /'l,l precisely when

(1

+ ~U-l)f.-Li(U)

is a polynomial of degree at most l for all i E {0,2, ... ,l-l}. In

these cases, for i E In

n Z~o

- (u - ~)ISi,i(U - ~)v
- (u - ~)I-l(U

=

we can write
(u

+ ai,l-I)(U + ai,3-1) ... (u + ai,l-dv if l

+ rjJ~i)Si,i(U -

~)v = (u

is even;

+ ai,l-I)(U + ai,3-1) ... (u + ai,l-l)V if l

is

odd.
In the case that V is irreducible, we associate to these polynomials a skew-

symmetric n x l tableaux. A skew-symmetric n x l tableaux is an n x l matrix of
complex numbers, with rows labeled by the set In and columns labeled by the set

I", and which is skew-symmetric with respect to the center of the matrix, that is,

if

B = (bi,j )iE'In,jE'Il is a skew-symmetric n x l tableaux then bi,j = -b_i,_j. Let Tab~,l

denote the set of skew-symmetric n x l tableaux.
Note that in the case ¢ =

+ and n is odd that by (III.14)

So,o(u) E Yn+[[u- 2]],

so f.-Lo(u) E C[[u- 2]] and we may index so that aO,j = -aO,_j for all 0 =J= j E II'
Additionally, if nand l are odd then ao,o

=

~; we must re-assign ao,o

= 0 in order

to get a skew-symmetric n x l tableaux. So in all cases by setting ai,j = -a-i,-j
for i, j < 0, we now have that V determines the skew-symmetric n x l tableaux

A

= (ai,j)iE'In,jE'I/,

and we let L(A) denote this irreducible highest weight module.
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We say that two skew-symmetric n x l tableaux are row equivalent if one can
be obtained from the other by permuting entries within rows. Let ROW~,1 denote
the set of row equivalence classes of skew-symmetric n x l tableaux. Note that if

A, B are in the same row equivalence class in ROW~,1 then L(A)

= L(B), so

ROW~,1

parameterizes the irreducible highest weight yrt-modules which factor through

/'i,l.

A skew-symmetric n x l tableaux A = (ai,j )iEIn,jEIl is column strict if
- the entries in every column except for the middle column (which exists only
when l is odd) are strictly decreasing from top to bottom, i.e., al-n,j

> a3-n,j

>

· .. > an-l,j for all 0 i=- j E'I1;
- if l is odd and n is even then the entries in the middle column satisfy al-n,a >

· .. >
a-3

a-l,a, and they also satisfy a-l,a

+ a-I> 0 if 9 = .sOnl and n

~

> 0 if 9 =

.s}Jnz, and they satisfy

4;

- if l is odd and n is odd then the entries in the middle column satisfy al-n,a >

· .. > a-2,a and they also satisfy

2a-2,a

> O.

In this definition (and from here on) we are using the partial order ~ on C defined by
a ~

b if a - b E Z::::a. Let

Col~,l

denote the set of all skew-symmetric n x l tableaux,

and let Std~,l denote the set of elements of Row~,l which have a representative in
Col~,l'

Here is our classification of the finite dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-modules.

Theorem IV.l.l. If l is odd or if l is even and 9 = .sOnl then

{L(A) I A E Std~l}
,

is a complete set of isomorphism classes of the finite dimensional irreducible repre-
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sentations of U(g, e). If I is even and 9 =

stlnl

then

SPnl
A+ E Stdn,l+l
(l+l)}
{ L(A) I A E Rown,l
,
SOn

is a complete set of isomorphism classes of the finite dimensional irreducible repre-

+ 1)

sentations of U(g, e), where A+ is the skew-symmetric n x (l

tableaux obtained

by inserting a middle column into A with entries

n

n

n

n

nIl

"2 - 1'"2 - 2, ... ,1,0,0, -1, -2, ... ,1 - "2
if n is even and

"2 - 1, "2 -

2, ... , 2,0,

3

n

-2' -2' ... ,1 - "2

if n is odd down the middle column.
In the special case when I = 1, so e =

°and U(g, e) = U(g), we can associate

to each element of Tab~,l a weight A = LiEInnz;:::o ai,oEi, where

{Ei

liE In} is defined

below in §IV.6. Now the requirement that a tableaux be column strict is the usual
condition for the corresponding irreducible highest weight U(g)-module L(A) to be
finite dimensional; here L(A) is defined in terms of the system of positive roots given
in §IV.6.

IV.2

Representation Theory of Yangians
To prove Theorem IV.I.1 we need to review the representation theory of

Yangians and twisted Yangians from [M].
We say a Yn-module V is a highest weight module if it is generated by a vector

v such that Ii,j (u)v =

°for all i < j, and if for all i we have that Ii,i (u)v = Ai (u)v
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for some power series Ai E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]], in which case we say that V is of highest

The following theorem is contained in [M, §2],
Theorem IV.2.1. For each weight

there is a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible highest weight Y n -module of that
highest weight,

For

let L(Al- n(U),A3-n(U)"" , An-l (u)) denote the corresponding irreducible highest
weight Yn-module,
The following is [M, Theorem 2,3],
Theorem IV.2.2. Every irreducible finite dimensionalYn-module is a highest weight

module,

To specify which irreducible highest weight modules are finite dimensional,
following Molev, we introduce the following notation,

Al(U),A2(U) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]] we write Al(U)

-----+

Given two power series

A2(U) if there exists a monic

polynomial P(u) E Cluj such that

P(u + 1)
P(u)
In fact P(u) must then be unique because if Q(u) is another monic polynomial
satl'sfYl'ng

Al(U)
A2(U) -

Q(u+l)
Q(u)

then

Q(u)
P(u)

Q(u+l)
P(u+l)'

th us

Q(u),
P(u) IS

, d'
peno
lC, wh'lCh'Impl'les
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P(U) = Q(U).
Here is the main classification theorem for finite dimensional irreducible representations of Yn .
Theorem IV.2.3. (Drinfeld, [Dr]) The Yn-module L(Al-n(U), A3-n(U), ... , An-l (u))

is finite dimensional 'if and only if AI-n (u)

A3-n (u)

-----+

An-l (u) .

-----+ ••• -----+

The following lemmas give a more combinatorial description of this notation.
~

Recall that

denotes the partial order on C where a

~

b if a - b E Z::::,:o.

Lemma IV.2.4. If Al(U), A2(U) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]] then Al(U)

-----+

A2(U) if and only

if there exists ,(u) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]] such that

where ai

~

,(U)Al(U) = (1

+ alu- 1)

(1

+ aku-1),

,(U)A2(U) = (1

+ b1u- 1)

(1

+ bku- 1)

bi for i = 1, ... , k.

Proof. First assume that Al(U)

-----+

A2(U), so there exists a monic polynomial P(u)

such that

Al(U)
A2(U)

P(u+1)
P(u)'

Let k be the degree of P(u), and let ,(u) = Pi~~:~k

. So ,(U)Al(U)

=

P(u

+ 1)u- k

and ,(U)A2(U) = P(u)u- k , thus ,(u) satisfies the conclusions of the lemma since
we can now write ,(U)A2(U)Uk

P(U

and ,(U)Al(U)Uk

=

Now assume that ,(u) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]] exists such that ,(U)Al(U) = (1

+

+ 1) =

alu- 1) ... (1

= P(u)

(u + b1 + 1) ... (u + bk

+ aku-1)

=

(u

+ b1) ... (u + bk )

+ 1)

and ,(U)A2(U) = (1

+ b1u- 1)(1 + bku- 1)

where ai ~ bi for
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i

= 1, ... , k. For i = 1, ... , l let Pi (71,) = (71, + ai - 1) (71, + ai - 2) ... (71, + bi + 1). Now
(71, + ar)P1(u)
PI (71,) (71, + b1)

>'1(71,)
>'2(71,)
so P(u) = PI (71,)(71,

+ br) ... Pk(U) (71, + bk) is the
>'1(71,)
>'2(71,)

(71, + ak)Pk(U)
Pk(u)(u + bk) ,
unique polynomial satisfying

P(u + 1)
P(u)'

o
Lemma IV.2.5. Let >'1(71,), >'2(71,) E 1 + u- 1C[[U- 1]], and suppose that >'1(71,)

>'2(71,). If ')'(71,)

E 1 + u- 1C[[U- 1]] is

such that ')'(71,)>'1(71,), ')'(71,)>'2(71,)

E

---t

C[u- 1] then we

can write ')'(71,)>'1(71,) = (1+a1u-1) ... (1+aku-1) and ')'(71,)>'2(71,) = (1+b 1u- 1) ... (1+

Proof. We can write ')'(71,)>'1(71,) = (1 + a1u-1) ... (1 + aku-1) and ')'(71,)>'2(71,)
b1u- 1)
and {b 1,

=

(1

+

(1+b ku- 1), and by replacing ')'(71,) we may assume that the sets {a1'" ., ad
, bd are disjoint. By Lemma IV.2.4 there exists ')"(71,)

such that ')"(71,)>'1(71,) = (1+C1U-1) ... (1+c mu- 1) and ')"(71,)>'2(71,)

dm71, -1) where

Ci ~

di for i

=

the sets {C1, ... ,cm} and {d 1,

(1 + a1u-1)
(1 + b1u- 1)

E 1 + u- 1C[[n- 1]]

= (1+d 1u- 1) ... (1+

,m, and by replacing ')" (71,) we may assume that

1,

, dm} are disjoint. So we have that

(1 + aku-1)
(1 + bkn- 1)

(1 + C1U-1)
(1 + dIU-I)

(1
(1

+ cmu- 1)
+ dmu- 1)'

o

lemma follows by re-indexing {aI, ... ,ad and {b 1, ... , bd.

Lemma IV.2.6. Let >'1(71,), ... >'m(U) E 1 + u- 1C[[u- 1]]. If >'1(71,)

>'m(u) then there exists ')'(71,)

E 1

---t

>'2(71,)

+ u- 1C[[u- 1]] such that ')'(u)>'i(n)

E

---t •• , ---t

C[u- 1] for
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i

= 1, ... ,m.

Proof. Assume that >'l(u) -----+ A2(U) -----+ ... -----+ Am(U), and for i = 1, ... , m - 1 let
Pi (u) be the monic polynomial so that

Note for i = 1, ... , m - 1 that

Ai(U) = Pi(u + 1)PH1 (U + 1)
Pi (U)PH1 (u)

Pm-1(u + l)Am(u).
Pm- 1(u)

So

where k = 2::~1 deg(Pi(u)), satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.

D

Now Theorem IV.2.3 and Lemmas IV.2.5 and IV.2.6 imply the following
combinatorial description of finite dimensional irreducible Yn modules.

Corollary IV .2. 7. The Yn -module L(Al- n (u), A3-n(u), ... ,An-l (u)) is finite dimensional if and only if there exists ')'(u) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]] such that for all i E In we
have that ')'(U)Ai(U) E C[u- 1] and can write

such that ai,j ;:::: aH2,j for all j E {I, ... , k}, i E {1- n, 3 - n, ... , n - 3}.
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IV.3

Representation Theory of Twisted Yangians
Recall that we defined the notion of a highest weight Yrf-module in §IV.1.

The following theorem is contained in [M, Chapter 3].

Theorem IV.3.1. For each weight (l-h(U), M3(U)"", Mn-l(U)) E (1+u- 1C[[u- 1]])n/2
ifn is even or (Mo(u),M2(U), ... ,Mn-l(U)) E (1+u- 1C[[u- 1]])(n'+-l)/2 ifn is odd, there
is a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible highest weight Yrf -module of that highest
weight.

the corresponding irreducible highest weight Yrf-module.
The following is part of [M, Theorem 3.3].

Theorem IV. 3.2. Every irreducible finite dimensional Yrf -module is a highest weight
module.
Following Molev, to specify which irreducible highest weight modules are
finite dimensional, we introduce the following notation. For power series M(U), v(u) E

1+u-1C[[U- 1]], we write M( u) ==> v(u) if there exists a monic polynomial P(u) E Cluj
such that P(u)

= P(l - u) and
M(U)
v(u)

P(u + 1)
P(u)'

Note that P(u) = P(l- u) is equivalent to P(u) being of even degree and the roots
of P(u) being symmetric about ~.
Here is the classification of the finite dimensional irreducible representations
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Theorem IV.3.3. (fM, Theorem 4.8}) The Yn- -module L(J11 (u), J13(U), . .. ,J1n-l (u))

is finite dimensional if and only if

To obtain a more combinatorial description of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of Y n-, we prove the following lemmas.

Lemma IV.3.4. If J1(u) E 1 + u-1<c[[u- 1]] then J1( -u) =* J1(u) if and only if there

exists r(u) E 1 + u- 2<C[[U- 2]] such that r(u)J1(u) = (1 - alu- 1)(1 - a2u - 1) ... (1-

a2i-l

+ a2i

;::: 0 for i = 1, ... , k.

(IV.l)

Proof Assume J1( -u) =* J1(u), so there exists a monic polynomial P(u) of even
degree so that P(u) = P(1 - u) and

J1( -u)
J1(u)

-

P(u + 1)
P(u)'

Let 2k be the degree of P(u), and let

r(u)
So r(u)J1( -u)

= P(u + l)u- 2k

=

P(U)U- 2k
J1(u) .

and r(u)J1(u)

= P(u)u- 2k .

Since the roots of P(u)

are symmetric about ~, we can write

Now it is clear that r(u)J1(u) satisfies (IV.l), so it remains to see that r(u) E
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C[[u- 2]]. Note that the roots of P(u + 1) = u 2k "((U)p,( -u) are {b l - 1, -b l ,.··, bk -

1, -b k }. Now since these are also the roots of P( -u)

=

u 2k "(( -u)p,( -u), we have

that "(( -u)p,( -u) = "((u)p,( -u), so "(( -u) = "((u), and thus "((u) E C[[u- 2]].
Conversely, we now assume that there exists "((u) E 1 + u- 2 C[[U- 2 ]] such
that "((u)p,(u) = (1 - alu- l )(1- a2u-l) ... (1 - a2ku-l), where a2i-l
i

+ a2i

;::: 0 for

= 1, ... , k. Let Pi(u) = (u + a2i-l - l)(u + a2i-l - 2) ... (u - a2i + 1), and let

Qi(U) = (u

p,( -u)
p,(u)

+ a2i -

l)(u + a2i - 2) ... (u - a2i-l

(u + al)Pl(u)(u + a2)Ql(u)
Pl(u)(u - a2)Ql(u)(U - ad

+ 1).

Now it is the case that

(u + a2k-l)Pk (U)(u + a2k)Qk(U)
Pk(u)(u - a2k)Qk(U)(U - a2k-d'

monic polynomial of even degree such that P(u) = P(l - u) and

p,(-u)
p,(u)

P(u + 1)
P(u) .

o
Lemma IV.3.5. Suppose p,(u) E 1 + u-lC[U-lJ, p,( -u) =* p,(u), and there exists
"((u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] such that "((u)p,(u) = (1- alu- l )(1 - a2u-l) ... (1- a2ku-l)
where a2i-l

+ a2i

;::: 0 for i

=

1, ... , k. Then there exists "('(u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]]

such that after re-indexing {al"'" a2k} we can write "('(u)p,(u) = (1 - alu- l )(1 a2u-l) ... (1 - a2mu-l) where m ::; k, for each i =I j E {I, ... , 2m} we have that
ai =I -aj, and {aI, ... ,a2m} satisfies a2i-l

+ a2i

;::: 0 for i = 1, ... , m.

Proof. We proceed by induction on k, and assume that ai = -aj for some i =I
j E {I, ... ,2k}. After re-indexing we may assume that al

= -a2 or al = -a3. If
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satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma, so the lemma follows by induction. If al

satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma, so the lemma follows by induction.
Lemma IV.3.6. Letj1(u) E 1+u- 1C[[U- 1]]. Ifj1(-u)

'*

=

-a3

1:=1

j1(u) and'"'((u) E 1+

u- 2C[[U- 2]] is such that '"'((u)j1(u) E C[u- 1] then we can write '"'((u)j1(u) = (1al u- 1) (1 - a2u-1) ... (1 - a2ku - 1) so that a2i-l

+ a2i

~ 0 for i

= 1, ... , k.

Proof. By Lemmas IV.3.4 and IV.3.5 there exists '"'('(u) E 1 + u- 1 C[[U- 2 ]] such that
'"'('(u)j1(u)

= (1- b1u- 1 ) ... (1- b2m u- 1 )

and so that b2i -

such that

ai

-=I

1

+ b2i

-aj

~

so that bi -=I -bj for all i -=I j E {I, ... , 2m}

0 for i = 1, ... ,m. Write

for all i -=I j E {I, ... ,p}. Thus

'"'((u) _ (1 - alu- 1)(1 - apu- 1 ) (1 - a;+lu- 2) ... (1 - a~u-2) ...
'"'('(u)
(1 - b1u- 1 )(1- b2m u- 1 )
which implies

and thus p = 2m and after re-indexing we must have that
{1, ... ,2m}.

ai

bi for all i E
D
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Lemma IV.3.7. Let P,l(U), P,2(U), ... , P,m(u) E 1 +u-1C[[U- 1]]. Suppose P,l( -u) :::}

P,l(U)

--t

P,2(U)

--t . . . --t

,(U)P,i(U) E C[u- 1 ] for i

P,m(u). Then there exists ,(u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] such that

=

1, ... , m.

Proof. By Lemma IV.2.6 there exists v(u) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]] such that V(U)P,i(U) E
C[u- 1].

So we can write V(U)P,l(U)

= (1 + b1u- 1) ... (1 + bsu- 1 ). Let v'(u)

=

v(u)(1 - b1u- 1) ... (1 - bsu- 1 ), so V'(U)P,l(U) E C[u- 2], and V'(U)P,i(U) E C[u- 1]
for i = 1, ... , m. By Lemma IV.3.4 there exists T](u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] such that

T](U)P,l(U) E C[u- 1]. Let ,(u)

=

T](u)V'(U)P,l(U). Now,(u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] and

,(U)P,i(U) E C[u- 1] for i = 1, ... , m.

D

Next we turn our attention to the classification of finite dimensional irreducible representations of Yn+ when n is even. The n

= 2 case needs to be treated

separately from the n > 2 cases.
Theorem IV.3.8. (fM, Proposition 5.3J) The Y2+ representation L(p,(u)) is finite
dimensional if and only if there exists ,(u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] such that

where a2i-l

+ a2i

~

0 for i

=

1, ... , k.

We need a slight generalization of this theorem.
Lemma IV.3.9. Let p,(u) E 1 + u-1C[[U- 1]]. If the

Y/ -module

dimensional and ,(u) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] is such that (1
then we can write

L(p,(u)) is finite

+ ~u-lh(u)p,(u)

E C[u- 1 ]
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where

a2i-1

+ a2i

::::

a for i

=

1, ... , k

Proof. Suppose that such a ')'(u) exists. By [M, Theorem 5.4] L(p,(u)) is finite
dimensional if and only if there exists a monic polynomial P(u) E Cluj with P(u) =

P( -u + 1) and c E C such that P( -c)

p,( -u)
p,(u)
Let ..\(u) = p,(u)(l

=1=

a and

P(u + l)(u + c)(2u + 1)
P(u)(u - c)(2u - 1) .

+ cu- I )(l + ~U-l).

Thus we have that ..\(-u)

')'(u)..\(u) = (1 - alu- I )(l - a2u-I) ... (1 - a2k+l u- l ) (1
after re-indexing we have that

a2i-1

+ a2i

::::

+ cu- l ),

=?

..\(u), and since

by Lemma IV.3.6

a for i = 1, ... , k.

o

Next we will give the classification of finite dimensional Y n+ representations
for n even, n

> 2. This depends on a certain Yn+ automorphism 'l/J:
(IV.2)

where if

= i if i

=1=

±1, and if

=

-i if i

= ±l.

If L is a Yn+-module, we let L# denote the module created by twisting with 'l/J,

that is, if vEL, y E Yn+, then L# is the module created by the action y.v

= 'l/J(y)v,

where 'l/J(y)v denotes the action given by L. Of course, if L(P,1 (u), P,3(u), ... ,p'n-l (u))
is a finite dimensional Y!-module, then so is L(P,I(U), P,3(U), ... ,P,n-I(U))#, and by
Theorem IV.3.2 L(P,1 (u), P,3(u), ... ,p'n-l (u))# is another highest weight module. To
determine which highest weight module, we need to define the notation of a i-special
element of a list of complex numbers. A list {aI, a2, ... ,a2k+l} of complex numbers
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can be indexed so that the following condition is satisfied:

for every i

= 1, ... ,k we have:

if the set {a p

+ aq I 2i -

1 ::; p

< q ::;

2k

+ I} n Z20}

is non-empty

(IV.3)

then a2i-l + a2i is its minimal element.

For an element a in a list {ai, a2, ... ,a2k+d of complex numbers, we say that a is a

# -special element of {ai, a2, ... , a2k+ d

if a = a2k+ 1 when {ai, ... , a2k+l} is indexed

so that (IV.3) holds.
Lemma IV.3.10. If a2k+l is a #-special element of {ai, ... , a2k+l} where a2i-l +

a2i 2: 0 for i = 1, ... , k then a2k+l is the maximal element in {b 2k+l } where
{b l ,

i

= 1,

, b2k +d is a re-indexing of {al,"" a2k+l} satisfying b2i - l + b2i 2: 0 for
, k. In particular, the i-special element is unique in these circumstances.

Proof. We proceed by induction on k, the case k
be a list for which a2i-l + a2i 2: 0 for i

=

=

0 being clear. Let {ai, ... , a2k+l}

1, ... , k, and for which (IV.3) holds.

Let {b l , ... ,b2k+l } be a re-indexing of {al, ... ,a2k+l} such that b2i - l +b 2i 2: 0
for i

= 1, ... , k. Assume that b2k+l

assume that bl

= a2k+l. Let

a2k+l'

Then after re-indexing we may

i be such that ai

= b2. Without loss of generality

=1=

we may assume that i is odd. Since {ai, ... , a2k+l} satisfies (IV.3), we have that

ai

+ ai+ 1 ::;

ai

+ a2k+ 1, so ai+ 1 ::;

a2k+l' Now after re-indexing we may assume that

ai+l = b3 , so a2k+l +b4 2: O. Now we have that the lists {ai, ... , ai-I, ai+2, ... , a2k+d
and {a2k+ 1, b4 , ... , b2k+l} also satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, so by induction

b2k+l

:s; a2k+l·

D

Suppose {l(u) E 1+u-lC[[U- l ]] is such that there exists i( u) E 1 +u- 2C[[U- 2]]
such that (1 + ~U-l )J(u){l(u)

= (1- alu- l ) ... (1- a2k+lU-l), where a2i-i + a2i 2: 0
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for i

=

1, ... , k and {al"'" a2k+l} satisfies (IV.3). If these conditions are met then

we say that M(U)# is well-defined. Now we define

Lemma IV.3.ll. The definition of M#(U) is well-defined, that is, it does not depend

on ,(u).
Proof. First we make the following observation. If {aI, ... ,a2k+d satisfies (IV.3)

and a2i-1

+ a2i

;::: 0 for i

= 1, ... , k then for an arbitrary a

E C the ordered list

{a, -a, aI, ... ,a2k+d also satisfies (IV.3). Note this also implies that if a and -a

both occur in {aI, ... , a2k+ I} then the #-special element of the list {aI, ... , a2k+ I}
with one occurrence of a and -a removed is also a2k+I'
Now suppose that for ,(u) E 1+u- 2C[[u- 2]] that (l+~u-I)r(U)M(U)= (1al u- l ) ...

(1-a2k+1 u- l ), where a2i-i+a2i ;::: 0 for i = 1, ... , k and {aI, ... ,a2k+l} sat-

isfies (IV.3). Also suppose for some ,'(u) E 1+u- 2C[[u- 2]] that (1 +~U-l )r'(U)M(U)

=

(l-b l u- l ) ... (1-b 2k '+1 u- l ), where b2i-i+b2i ;::: 0 for i = 1, ... , k' and {b l , ... , b2k,+I}

satisfies (IV.3).
By re-indexing we may write

and
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where ai

i= aj

for all i

i=

(1- alu- l )
(1 - blu- l )

j E {1, ... ,p} and bi

i= bj

(1- ap u- I )(1- a;+lu- 2)
(1- bp u- I )(1- b;'+IU- 2)
1

for all i

i=

j E {1, ... ,p'}. So

(1- a~u-2)
(1- b~/U-2)

,(u)
,/(U) ,

so

Thus p

= p', and after re-indexing, ai = bi for i = 1, ... ,po Now the lemma follows

o

from the above observation.
The following theorem is contained in the proof of [M, Theorem 5.9].

Theorem IV.3.12. Let Ih(U), fJ3(U) , ... , fJn-I(U) E 1 + u-IC[[U- l ]] where fJf(u) is

well-defined. Then L(fJI(U),fJ3(U), ... ,fJn-I(U))#

=

L(fJf(u),fJ3(U), ... ,fJn-I(U)).

We will also need to following lemma.

Lemma IV.3.13. If {al"'" a2k+l} satisfies a2i-1

+ a2i

~ 0 for i

= 1, ... , k and

a2k+1 is the #-special element of {aI, ... ,a2k+d then -1 - a2k+l is the #-special
element of {al,"" a2k, -1 - a2k+d·
Proof. By Theorem IY.3.8 and Lemma IV.3.9 the Y2+ -module L((1- alu- l ) ... (1-

a2k+IU- I ) (1

+ ~U-l)-l)

is finite dimensional, and by (IVA) and Theorem IV.3.12
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Since'l/J from (IV.2) is an involution, we must have that

L((1- alu- l ) ... (1- a2ku-l)(1

1

+ (1 + a2k+l)u- l )(1 + "2U-l)-l)#

= L( (1 - alu- l ) ... (1 - a2k+l u- l ) (1

1

+ "2U- l )-1).

Now suppose i-special element of {al,'" ,a2k, -1- a2k+d is aj

=1=

-1- a2k+l for

some j E {1,oo.,2k}. Then by Theorem IV.3.12 we have that {al, ... ,a2k+d =

{-1- aj, -1- a2k+l}. Since aj

=1=

-1-a2k+l, we must have that a2k+l = -1-a2k+l,

which implies that a2k+l = -~ = -1 - a2k+l, so by Lemma IV.3.10 the i-special
element of {1, ... , a2k, -1 - a2k+d is in fact -1 - a2k+l.

D

Here is the classification of the finite dimensional representations of Y/ for
even n > 2.
Theorem IV.3.14. (fM, Theorem 5.9j) Let n

>

2 be even. Then the Yn+-module

L(f-Ll(U), f-L3(U), ... , f-Ln-l(U)) is finite dimensional if and only if f-Lf(u) is well defined
and any of the following four conditions holds:

In order to give a more combinatorial description of this classification we
need the following for lemmas. In each of the lemmas we assume for some 'Y(u) E
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where a2k+l is the #-special element of
i

{al,""

a2k+r} and

a2i-l

+ a2i >

0 for

= 1, ... , k.

Lemma IV.3.15. Let j.L(u) be as above. Then j.L( -u) ::::} j.L(u) if and only if a2k+l ~

Proof. Suppose j.L( -u) ::::} j.L(u). Since (1 - ~u-2h(u)j.L(u) E C[u- l ], by Lemma
IV.3.6 the set

{al,""

a2k+l,

n

can be re-indexed as {b l , . · · , b2k +2} where b2i -

l

+

b2i ~ 0 for i = 1, ... , k + 1. Now if bj = ~, with out loss of generality we may assume
that j is odd. So by Lemma IV.3.10 bHl

.:::;

a2k+l, so 0 .:::; bHl

+ ~ .:::;

To prove the converse note that 1'(u)(l - ~U-2)j.L(U) = (1 -

a2k+l

+ ~.

l
alu- ) ...

(1-

a2k+lu-l)(1- ~U-l), then apply Lemma IV.3.4.
D

Lemma IV.3.16. Let j.L(u) be as above. Then ;~~~j.L( -u) ::::} j.L(u) if and only if

Proof. Note that
2u - 1
.
.
1
--j.L( -u) ::::} j.L(u) If and only If (1 - _u-l)j.L( -u) ::::} (1
2u + 1
2
Suppose that ;~~~j.L(-u) ::::} j.L(u).
set
i

{al,' .. ,

1
+ -u-l)j.L(u).
2

(IV.5)

So by Lemma IV.3.6 and (IV.5), the

a2k+ 1, O} can be re-indexed as {b l , ... , b2k+2} where b2i -

l

+ b2i

~ 0 for

= 1, ... , k + 1. Now if bj = 0, with out loss of generality we may assume that j is

odd. So by Lemma IV.3.10 bH1 .:::; a2k+l, so 0 .:::; bHl

.:::; aHl.
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The converse follows immediately from Lemma IV.3A and (IV.5) since 1(u)(l +
~u-I)J.L(u)

= (1 -

aIu- I ) ... (1 - aZk+Iu-I)(l- Ou- I ).

Lemma IV.3.17. Let J.L(u) be as above.

0

Then J.L#( -u)

=* J.L#(u) if and only if

aZk+1 :::; -~.

Proof. This follows from (IVA), Lemma IV.3.13, and Lemma IV.3.15.

o

Lemma IV.3.18. Let J.L(u) be as above. Then ;~~iJ.L#(-u) =* J.L#(u) if and only if
aZk+1 :::; -1.

Proof. This follows from (IVA), Lemma IV.3.13, and Lemma IV.3.16.

o

Next we give the classification of the finite dimensional irreducible Y/ representations for n odd. Note that for a highest weight representation of highest weight

(J.Lo(u), J.LZ(u) , ... , J.Ln-1 (u))

E (1

+ u-1CC[[u-I]])(n+l)/z,

by the relation (III. 14), we

must have that J.Lo(u) E 1 + u- 2 CC[[u- Z]].
Theorem IV.3.19. ([M, Theorem 6.7)) Assume that n E IZ>o is odd. Then the
Y n+ -module L(J.Lo(u), ... ,J.Ln-I(U)) is finite dimensional if and only if either one of
the the following two relations holds:

We now wish to establish that every finite dimensional irreducible Yri"-module
is a twist of a finite W-algebra module.

1(u)

E

1 + u- ZCC[[u- 2 ]] there exists a

By [MNO, Proposition 3.10] for every

Yri" automorphism v'Y defined via V'Y(Si,j(U)) =

1(U)Si,j(U). For a Yri"-module L, let 1(u)L denote the Yri"-module defined by the
action y.v = v'Y(y)v for y E

Yri", vEL.
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Corollary IV.3.20. Every finite dimensional irreducible y;t-module can be realized

as 1(u)L where 1(11,) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] and L is a finite dimensional irreducible
U (g~k' e') -module where e' is a nilpotent element in g~k of Jordan type (k n ). Every

finite dimensional irreducible Y:!' -module can also be realized as 1 (11,) L' where 1 (11,) E
1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] and L' is a finite dimensional irreducible
e" is a nilpotent element in

g;::'

U(g;::', e")-module

where

of Jordan type (( k')n).

Proof By Corollary III.2.4 it suffices to prove that for every finite dimensional Y:!'module L(M1(U),M3(U), ... ,Mn-1(U)) is n if even or L(Mo(U),M2(U), ... ,Mn-1(U)) is

n if odd that there exists 1(11,) E 1 + u- 2C[[U- 2]] such that 1(U)Mi(U) E C[u- 1] for
all i E In

n 2:2:0' By Theorems IV.3.3, IV.3.8, IV.3.14, and IV.3.19 and Lemma

IV.3.7 this is true in all cases (in the case that nand l are odd and </J =

+ note that
D

IV.4

Proof of the Classification Theorem
In this section we prove Theorem IV.1.1 on a case by case basis.

Lemma IV.4.1. Theorem IV.i.i holds in the case that </J = -, E =

+) n is even)

and l is even.
Proof In this case, by Corollary III.2.4, an irreducible highest weight Yn- -module
L(M1(U), M3(U)"", Mn-1(U)) factors through K,l if Mi(U) is a polynomial of degree l or
less for all i E {1, 3, ... , n-1}. Furthermore, if L(M1(U), M3(U), ... , Mn-1(U)) is finite
dimensional then by Theorem IV.3.3, Lemma IV.3.6, and Lemma IV.2.5 we can
write Mi(U)

= (1 + Ci,l_lU- 1 )(1 + Ci,l_3U-1) ... (1 + Ci,l_lU- 1) for

such that Cl,j+C1,_j

:s: 0 for all j

E II and

Ci,j

~

i E {1,3,

, n -1}

Ci+2,j for all j E II, i E {1,

, n-3}.

Now associate to this data the n x l skew-symmetric n x l tableaux A = (ai,j)iEIn,jEIj
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where ai,j = Ci,j - ~ for i E {I, 3, ... , n - I}, j E I z, and ai,j
i E {I -

n, 3 - n, ... , -I}, j

E

-a-i,-j for

I z. Now it is clear that A E Col~ ,z'

This process is easily reversed: starting with a skew-symmetric n x l tableaux

A = (ai,j)iEIn,jEIj E Col~,z, for i E {I, 3, ... , n - I}, j E I z set Ci,j = ai,j
then set /-li(11,)

=

(1

+ Ci,l_l11,- l )(l + Ci,3_z11,-l) ... (1 + Ci,l_l11,- l ).

+ ~'

Now we have that

L(/-ll(11,), /-l3(11,), ... , /-In-l(11,)) is a finite dimensional Yn--module by Theorem IV.3.3,

o

Lemma IV.3.4, and Lemma IV.2.4.
Lemma IV.4.2. Theorem IV.l.l holds in the case that ¢

= -,c = -, n is even,

and l is odd.
Proof. In this case, by Corollary III. 2.4, an irreducible highest weight Y n- -module
L(/-ll (11,), /-l3 (11,), ... , /-In-l (11,)) factors through /'l,z if (1 - ~11,-l )/-li (11,) is a polynomial

of degree at most l for all i E {1,3, ... ,n - I}. If L(/-l1(11,),/-l3(11,), ... ,/-In-l(11,)) is
finite dimensional then by Theorem IV.3.3, Lemma IV.3.6, and Lemma IV.2.5 for
i E {1,3, ... ,n -I} we can write

such that Cl,D :s:; -~' Cl,j

+ Cl,-j :s:;

0 for 0 =I- j E I z and Ci,j 2:: Ci+2,j for j E I z,

i E {I, ... , n - 3}. Now associate to this data the skew-symmetric n x l tableaux

A

= (ai,j)iEIn,jEIj

where ai,j

= Ci,j - ~

for i E {I, 3, ... , n - I}, j E I z, and ai,j

=

-a-i,-j for i E {I - n, 3 - n, ... , -I}, j E I z. Now it is clear that A E Col~,z.

This process is easily reversed: starting with a skew-symmetric n x l tableaux

A = (ai,j)iEIn,jEIj E Col~,z, for i E {1,3, ... ,n -I}, j E I z set Ci,j = ai,j +~'
then set /-li(11,)

= (1 + Ci,l_l11,- l )(l + Ci,l_311,-l)

... (1- Ci,l_l11,- l )(l- ~11,-l)-l. Now

L(/-ll(11,), /-l3(11,), ... , /-In-l(11,)) is a finite dimensional Yn--module by Theorem IV.3.3,

Lemma IV.3.4, and Lemma IV.2.4.

o
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Lemma IV.4.3. Theorem IV.l.l holds in the case that if;

= +, E = +, n =

2, and

l is odd.
Proof. By Corollary III.2.4, an irreducible highest weight Y2+-module L(JL('11,)) factors through ""I if JL('11,)(1

+

~U-l) is a polynomial of degree l or less.

Now if

L(JL('11,)) is finite dimensional then by Theorem IV.3.8 and Lemma IV.3.9 JL(u) =
(1 + Cl_I'11,- l )(1 + C3_I'11,- l ) ... (1 + CI_l'11,- l ) where Cj + C-j ::; 0 for 0

=1= j

E'II. Now

associate to this data the skew-symmetric 2 x l tableaux A = (ai,j )iEI2,jEIj where

al,j = Cl,j - ~ for j E 'II, and a-l,j = -al,-j for j E 'II. Now it is clear that

A E Col~,I'
This process is easily reversed: starting with a skew-symmetric 2 x l tableaux

A = (ai,j)iEI2,jEIj E Col~,I' for j E 'II set Cj = al,j

+ ~'

then set JL('11,)

= (1 +

Cl_l'11,-1)(I+CI_3'11,-1) ... (I-CI_l'11,-l)(I-~'11,-ltl. Now L(JLl('11,),JL3('11,)"" ,JLn-l('11,))
is a finite dimensional Yn- -module by Theorem IV.3.8.
Lemma IV.4.4. If if; =

E

0

= +, n > 2 is even, and l is odd then the Yn+-module

L(JLl ('11,), JL3 ('11,),

, JLn-l ('11,)) factors though ""I and is finite dimensional if and only if

for all i E {I, 3,

, n - I} we can write JLi('11,) = (1 + Ci,l_I'11,- l ) (1 + Ci,3_I'11,- l ) ... (1 +

Ci,l-l '11,-1)

(1

+

~'11,-l )-1 where cl,j

+ Cl,-j ::; 0 for 0

=1=

j E 'II)

Cl,O

+ C3,O ::; 1) and

Ci,j ~ Ci+2,j for i E {I, 3, ... , n - 3}, j E'II.
Proof. By Corollary III.2.4 we have that an irreducible highest weight Yn+-module
L(JLl ('11,), JL3 ('11,), ... , JLn-l ('11,)) factors through ""I if JLi ('11,) (1 + ~U-l) is a polynomial of
degree l or less for all i E {I, 3, ... , n-l}. So we can write JLi('11,) = (1 +Ci,l_I'11,- l ) (1 +

Ci,3_I'11,- 1) ... (1

+ Ci,l_l'11,- l )(1 + ~'11,-l)-l

for all i E {1,3, ... ,n -I}.

If L(JLl('11,), JL3('11,)"", JLn-l('11,)) is finite dimensional then we need to examine
the implications from the four conditions in Theorem IV.3.14 separately.
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If condition (i) or condition (ii) holds from Theorem IV.3.14 then by Lemma
IV.2.5 we can re-index each row of the matrix

-Cl,O

is the i-special element of

(Ci,j)iE{1,3, ... ,n-l},j EIl

so that

(IV.6)

{-Cl,l-l, -Cl,3-1, ... , -Cl,l-d

and
Ci,j ~ Ci+2,j

for

(IV.7)

j E II, i E {I, ... , n - 3}.

If condition (i) from Theorem IV.3.14 holds then since (1 - ~U-2)J.Li(U)

(1 + Ci,1_IU- 1)(1

Ci,3_IU- 1) ... (1

+

=

Ci,l_lU- 1)(1- ~U-l) for all i E {l,3, ... , n-1},

+

we have by Lemmas IV.3.6 and IV.3.15 that can further re-index so that (IV.6) and

(IV.7) still hold,
now have that

Cl,j + Cl,-j :::;

Cl,O + C3,O :::;

0 for 0

i-

j E II, and

Cl,O :::;

~. Since

C3,O :::; Cl,O

we

1

If condition (ii) holds from Theorem IV.3.14 then since (1- ~U-l )J.Ll( -u) ~
(1

+

~U-l )J.Ll( u)

= (1 +

Ci,1_IU- 1) (1

+

Ci,3_IU-1) ... (1

+

Ci,l-l u- 1 ), by Lemmas IV.3.6

and IV.3.16 we can further re-index so that (IV.6) and (IV.7) still hold,
for 0

i- j

E II,

and

Cl,O :::;

O. Since

C3,O :::; Cl,O

we now have that

Cl,j+Cl,-j :::;

Cl,O + C3,O :::;

0

O.

If condition (iii) or condition (iv) holds from Theorem IV.3.14 then by Lemma
IV.2.5 and (IVA) we can re-index each row of the matrix

-Cl,O

is the i-special element of

Ci,j~Ci+2,j

Ci,O

~

for
Ci+2,O

(Ci,j)iE{1,3, ... ,n-l},j EII

{-Cl,l-l, -Cl,3-1, ... , -Cl,l-d,

so that

(IV.S)

Oi-jEII ,iE{1, ... ,n-3},

(IV.9)

i E {3, ... , n - 3},

(IY.lO)

for

and
Cl,O + C3,O :::;

1.

(lV.11)
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If condition (iii) holds from Theorem IV.3.14 then since (1 - ~U-l)/-lt(U) =

(1 + Ci,l_IU- l ) ... (1 + (1- Cl,O)U- l ) ... (1 + CiJ_1U- l )(1- ~U-l), by Lemmas IV.3.6
and IV.3.17 we can further re-index so that (IV.8), (IV.9), (IV.lO), and (IV.11) still
hold, Cl,j + Cl,-j :::; 0 for 0

f

j E

Lz, and Cl,O 2::

that Cl,O - C3,O 2:: Cl,O + Cl,O - 1 2::

~. Since -C3,O

2:: Cl,O -1 we now have

o.

If condition (iv) holds from Theorem IV.3.14 then since (1- ~U-l )/-It( -u) ~

(l+~U-l)/-lt(U) = (1+Ci,l_IU- l ) ... (l+(l-Cl,O)U-l)) ... (l+Ci,l_lU- l ), by Lemmas

IV.3.6 and IV.3.18 we can further re-index so that (IV.8), (IV.9), (IV.10), and
(IV.11) still hold, Cl,j + Cl,-j :::; 0 for 0 f j

E

'II, and Cl,O 2:: 1. Since -C3,O 2:: Cl,O - 1

we now have that Cl,O - C3,O 2:: Cl,O + Cl,O - 1 2:: 1.
To prove the converse suppose that we are given a matrix (Ci,j )iE{1,3,... ,n-l},jEI I
where cl,j + Cl,-j :::; 0 for 0

f

j E 'II, Cl,O + C3,O :::; 1, and ci,j

2:: Ci+2,j for i

E

{1,3, ... ,n - 3},j E'II. For i E {1,3, ... ,n - I} let /-li(U) = (1 + Ci,l_IU- l )(l +

Ci,3_IU-l) ... (1 + Ci,l_lU- l )(l + ~U-l)-l.

Now it is clear by Lemma IV.2.4 that

/-ll(U) -+ /-l3(U) -+ ... -+ /-In-l(U), Since Cl,O + C3,O :::; 1 and Cl,O - C3,O 2:: 0, we have
that 2Cl,O E Z. If Cl,O :::; ~ then by Lemma IV.3.15 /-ll(-U) ~ /-ll(U), If Cl,O :::; 0
then by Lemma IV.3.16 ;~~i/-ll(-U) ~ /-ll(U), If Cl,O

>

~ then by Lemma IV.3.17

/-If( -u) ~ /-It(u). If Cl,O > 0 then by Lemma IV.3.18 ;~~i/-lt( -u) ~ /-It(u). So in
all cases by Theorem IV.3.14 L(/-ll (u), /-l3 (u), ... , /-In-l (u)) is finite dimensional.
Lemma IVA.5. Theorem IV.i.i holds in the case that ¢

0

= +, E = +, n > 2 is

even, and l is odd.
Proof. If the Yn+-module L(/-l1(U),/-l3(U)"" ,/-In-l(U)) is finite dimensional then by
Lemma IV.4.4 we can write /-li(u) = (1 +Ci,l_IU- l ) (1 +Ci,3_IU- l ) ... (1 +CiJ-1U- l )(1 +
~u-l )-1 for all i E {I, 3, ... , n-1} where Cl,j+Cl,_j :::; 0 for 0

f

j E 'II, Cl,O+C3,O :::; 1,

and Ci,j 2:: Ci+2,j for i E {I, 3, ... ,n - 3}, j E 'II. Associate to this data the skew-
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symmetric n x l tableaux A

I}, j

E

= (ai,j)iEIn,jEIj where ai,j = ci,j -

~ for i E {I, 3, ... , n-

II, and ai,j = -a-i,-j for i E {I - n, 3 - n, ... , -I}, j E II, and now it is

clear that A E Col~,l'
We still need to show that every element of Col~,l can be obtained from
these representations.

Ci,j = ai,j

+ ro~(i).

Let A E Col~,l' and for i E {I, 3, ... ,n - I}, j E II set

For i E {I, 3, ... , n - I} let

Let j E II be such that

-cl,j

is the i-special element of {Cl,I-1,Cl,3-1, ... ,Cl,l-l}'

If j = 0 then by Lemma IV.4.4 L(fl-l(U), fl-3(U), ... , fl-n-l(U)) is finite dimensional, so suppose that j

i=

O. By Lemma IV.3.10 we can choose a matrix

(di ,j)iE{1,3,... ,n-l},jEI/ such that each row is a permutation of the numbers in the corresponding row in (ci,j) and so that d1,o
for 0

i=

=

cl,j,

d 1,2 = Cl,O, d 3,2 = C3,O, d1,k + d1,-k ::; 0

k E II, and so that di,k ?: di+2,k for all i E {I, 3, ... , n - 10}, k E II. Now

we have the following: d 1,2 ?: d3,2, d1,o ?: d3,o, and d 1,2
Lemma IV.3.10 we have that d1,o ::; d 1,2. If d1,o

+ d3,o

+ d3,2

::; 1. Furthermore by

::; 1 then by Lemma IV.4.4

L(fl-l(U),fl-3(U), ... ,fl-n-l(U)) is finite dimensional. So suppose that d1,o

+ d3,o?:

2.

Since d1,o ?: d3,o this implies that d1,o ?: 1, which in turn implies that d 1,2 ?: 1.
Since d 1,2 + d3,2 ::; 1, this implies that d3,2 ::; 0, so d1,o - d 3,2 ?: O. We also have that

d 1,o+d3,2 ::; d1,2+d3,2 ::; 1. Finally we have that d 1,2 -d3,o ?: 0 since d 1,2 ?: d1,o ?: d3,o.
So if we swap d3,o with d3,2 then (di,j )iE{1,3,...,n-l},j EIl satisfies all the properties from
Lemma IV.4.4, so this lemma implies that L(fl-l (u), fl-3(U)"", fl-n-l (u)) is finite dimensional.

Lemma IVA.5. Theorem IV.1.1 holds in the case that ¢

and l is even.

[]

= +, E = -) n is even)
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Proof. In this case, by Corollary III.2.4, an irreducible highest weight Y n+-module

L(/-LI(U), /-L3(U)"", /-Ln-I(U)) factors through /'l,l if /-Li(U) is a polynomial of degree l or
less for all i E {I, 3, ... , n - I}. Furthermore, if L(/-LI (u), /-L3 (u), ... , /-Ln-l (u)) is finite
dimensional then by Theorem IV.3.14, Lemma IV.3.6 and Lemma IV.2.5 we can
write /-Li(u) = (1 + Ci,I_IU- I ) (1 + Ci,I_3U-I) ... (1 + Ci,l-l u- l ) for i E {I, 3, ... ,n - I}.
Since (1 + ~U-l )/-Li(u) is now a polynomial of odd degree we can apply the conditions
from the case where ¢ =

+, f = +, n

is even, and l is odd to determine precisely

when L(/-LI(U), /-L3(U) , ... , /-Ln-I(U)) is finite dimensional. This exactly translates to
the condition that A+ E Co(~~tt), and the proof of the ¢ =

+, f

=

+, n is even, and

l is odd case shows that every element of {A E COl~,1 I A+ E Col~~~~l:l)} corresponds
to a finite dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-module.

0

Lemma IVA.7. Theorem IV.l.l holds in the case that ¢ =

+, f = +,

n is odd,

and l is odd.
Proof. By Corollary III.2.4 we have that an irreducible highest weight Yn+-module

L(/-LI (u), /-L3 (u), ... , /-Ln-l (u)) factors through /'l,l if /-Li(u) (1

+ ~U-l)

is a polynomial

of degree l or less for all i E {I, 3, ... , n - I}. So for all i E {I, 3, ... , n - I} we
can write /-Li(U) = (1

+ Ci,I_IU- I )(l + Ci,3_IU-I) ... (1 + Ci,I-IU- I )(1 + ~U-l)-l

for all

i E {I, 3, ... , n -I}. Additionally, since /-Lo(u) E 1 +u- 2C[[U- 2]], we must have that

/-Lo (u) is a polynomial of degree l - 1 or less, and we can re-index so that

CO,j = -CO,-j

for

°=f

j E'I1

and

coo
,

1

= -.
2

(IV.12)

If condition (i) holds from Theorem IV.3.19 then by Lemma IV.2.5 we can

re-index so that (IV.12) holds and ci,j 2:: Ci+2,j for i E {O, 2, ... , n - 3}, j E 'II.
In particular, we now have that ~ 2:: C2,O 2:: C4,O 2:: ... 2:: Cn-I,O.

Associate to

this data the skew-symmetric n x l tableaux A = (ai,j )iEIn,jEIj where ao,o = 0,
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ai,j

=

Ci,j - ~ for i E {O, 2, ... ,n - I}, j E II, (i, j)

=f

(0,0), and ai,j

=

-a-i,-j for

i E {1- n,3 - n, ... , -I}, j E II. Now it is clear that A E Col~,I'

If condition (ii) holds from Theorem IV.3.19 then fLo (u)

(1

+ ~U-I)fL4(U)

-+ ... -+

(1

index so that (IV.12) holds,
i E {O, 2, ... l n - 3},

°=f

j E

+ ~U-I)fLn_I(U).

° 2:

c2,O

2:

C4,O

-+

(1 + ~U-l )fL2(U)

So by Lemma IV.2.5 we can re-

2: ... 2:

Cn-I,O, and Ci,j

2:

Ci+2,j for

Iz. Associate to this data the skew-symmetric

= 0,

-+

Ci,j - ~ for i E {0,2, ... ,n -I},

tableaux A

=

(ai,j)iEIn,jEIj where ao,o

j E III (i,j)

=f

(0,0), and ai,j = -a-i,-j for i E {1- n,3 - n, ... , -I}, j E II' Now

ai,j

=

n x l

it is clear that A E Col~ ,I'
This process is easily reversed: starting with a skew-symmetric n x l tableaux

A = (ai,j)iEIn,jEIj E Col~,I' set co,o = ~, for i E {I, 3, ... , n-1}, j E II, (i,j)

=f

(0,0)

set Ci,j = ai,j + ~, then set fLi (u) = (1 + Ci,l-l u- l ) (1 + Ci,I_3U-I) ... (1 - Ci,l-l u- l ) (1 +
~U-l)-l.

Now if C2,O E ~Z \ Z then by Lemma IV.2.4 fLo(U)

-+ fL2(U) -+ ... -+

fLn-I(U), and if C2,O E Z then by Lemma IV.2.4 2~~lfLo(U) -+ fL2(U) -+ fL4(U) -+
... -+ fLn-l(U),

so L(fLI(U),fL3(U), ... ,fLn-I(U)) is a finite dimensional Yn--module

by Theorem IV.3.19.

D

Lemma IVA.8. Theorem Iv'l.l holds in the case that ¢

=

+, E

=

-,

n is odd,

and l is even.
Proof. In this case, by Corollary III.2.4, an irreducible highest weight Yn+-module
L(fLo(U) , fLo(u), ... , fLn-I(U)) factors through KI if fLi(U) is a polynomial of degree l

or less for all i E {O, 2, ... ,n - I}. Since (1

+ ~U-l )fLi(u)

is now a polynomial of

odd degree, we can apply the conditions from the case where ¢

= +, E = +, n is

odd, and l is odd to determine precisely when L (fLo (u), fL2 (u), ... , fLn-1 (u)) is finite
dimensional. This exactly translates to the condition that A+ E Col~:~~t), and the
proof of the ¢

= +, E = +, n is odd, and l is odd case shows that every element
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of {A E COl~,1 I A + E Co(:?~t)} corresponds to a finite dimensional irreducible

U(g, e)-module.

IV.5

D

Action of the Component Group C

In this section we show how to explicitly calculate the action of the component group C = CG(e, h, 1)/CG(e, h, 1)0 on the set of finite dimensional irreducible

U(g, e)-modules. Here CG(e, h, 1) denotes the centralizer of the s(2-triple (e, h, 1)
in the adjoint group G of g. Recall Losev's near classification of finite dimensional
irreducible representations of U(g, e): there exists a map

t : Prim U(g, e)
such that Ann(Lt)

--t

Prim U(g)

= Ann(L)t. He also shows that on restricting t to PrimfinU(g, e),

the set of primitive ideals of U(g, e) of finite co-dimension, that

t : PrimfinU(g, e)

---tt

PrimG.eU(g),

where
PrimG.eU(g)

= {I

E PrimU(g)

I VA(I) = G.e}.

Furthermore Losev shows that the fibers of this map are C orbits.

In our special cases we can calculate explicitly the action of C on the set of
finite dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-modules, and therefore on PrimfinU(g, e). By

[C, Chapter 13] the only cases where C is not trivial are the cases when
nand l are both even; so we assume this for the rest of this section.

E = -,

and
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Now we claim that

C

L

=

L

ea,a +

ea,b

+ eb,a

a,bE'Inl

aE'Inl

row(a)~{±l}

col(a)=col(b)
row(a)=l
row(b)=-l

generates C. To see this note that conjugating with c simply transposes each pair
of indices a,b E I nz where col (a) = col(b),row(a) = 1,row(b) = -1. Since this
is an even number of transpositions, we have that det c

=

1. It is also clear that

c.J-.c = J- (recall that 9 is defined with J- in (IlI.1)) since for a E I nz n2>0 we have
that c.e_a,a'c = e-b,b and c.ea,-a·c = eb,-b for some b E I nz n 2>0. Thus we have that
c E G. Furthermore, c.h.c

=

h (see (IIl.6) for the definition of h) since for a E'Inz

c.ea,a'c = eb,b for some b such that col(b) = col(a). Next note c.e.c = e (see (IlIA) for
the definition of e) since for a, bE I nz such that row(a) = row(b) , col(a) +2 = col(b),

C.fa,b'C = fa,b if row(a)

tt.

{±1}, and if row(a) = 1 and col(b) ?: 1 then c.fa,b. C = fal,b l

where col(a') = col(a),row(a') = -1 and col(b') = col(b),row(b') = -1. So we have
that c E Cc(e,h,f). To see that c

tt.

Cc(e,h,f)O, we calculate explicitly cg(e,h,j).

By Lemma IlI.3.2 {fi,j;T I (i,j, r + 1) is admissible} is a basis for ge. We see from
(IlI.34) that Aj;T E gh

= ~

if and only if r

0, so {fi,j;O I (i, j, 1) is admissible}

=

is a basis of cg (e, h, f). Since each of these is a diagonal matrix, it is clear that
c

tt. Cc(e, f, h)o.

Therefore C =< c >.

To understand the action of C on U(g, e)-mod, we calculate the action of
C on {prsi,j(w(u)) I i,j E 'In}. Recall the definition of Si,j from (IIl.20). Note
that c. si,j (ep,p)

= Si' ,j' (ep,p) where

i'

=

i if i

tt.

{±I}, i' = -i otherwise. Thus

c.prsl,l(w(u)) = prs-l,-l(W(U)), and C.prsi,i(W(U)) = prsi,i(W(U)) for i

tt.

{±1}.

Since by Theorem IlI.1.2 K;Z(Si,j(U) = f-l(Si,j(W(U))), we see that c acts by the automorphism 'l/J from (IV. 2), factored though K;Z.
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Theorem IV.5.l. Let A E Row~ ,I be such that A+ E Std~O~(I+l)
and let L(A)
,

denote the corresponding finite dimensional irreducible representation of U(fl, e).
Let (atj )iEIn,jEII+ 1 E Tab~~~~t) be a representative of A + so that a~l,O - ~ is the #special element of {a~l,l-l -~, a~1,3-1 - ~, ... , a~l,l-l be the skew-symmetric n x (l

bi,j =

+ 1)

n· Let B

=

(bi,j)iEIn,jEII +1

tableaux such that for i E In' j E II,

atj

if (i,j) =I- (1,0), (i,j) =I- (-1,0);

a~l,O

ifi = 1,j = 0;

at,o

ifi=-l,j=O.

Then c.L(A) = L(D) where D E Tab~l, satisfies D+ = B.
Proof. Observe that the Yn+-module L(A+) = L(J.11(U),J.13(U), ... ,J.1n-l(U)) where
for i E {I, 3, ... ,n -I} J.1i(u) = (1 + ci,l-l u- 1) (1 + Ci,I_3U-1) ... (1 + Ci,l_lU- 1), where

Ci,j

atj

=

+~

for i E {I, 3, ... , n - I}, j E II.

Now by Theorem IV.3.12,

1/J.L(A)

=

L(J.11(U), J.13(U), ... , J.1n-l(U))#

=

L(J.1f(u), J.13(U), ... , J.1n-l(U)),

and by (IVA), J.1f (u) = (1 + Cl,l-l u- 1) ... (1 + (1 -

1
Cl,O)U- ) ...

(1 + Cl,l-l u- 1). Since

b1,o = -at,o = -( Cl,O -~) = 1- Cl,O -~, we have that L(J.1f(u), J.13(u), ... , J.1n-l (u)) =

L(B).

IV.6

0

BGK Highest Weight Theory for Rectangular Finite W-algebras

In this section we show how the highest weight theory from §II.4 is related to
the classification of finite dimensional irreducible U (fl, e)-modules given in Theorem
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IV.I.I. Recall that the BGK highest weight theory is defined in terms of a the finite
dimensional irreducible representations of a "smaller" finite W-algebra U(go, e). In
our cases it turns out that e is regular in go, so by Kostant's Theorem and the HarishChandra isomorphism U(go, e) ~ S(t)Wo, a free polynomial algebra. By determining
which finite dimensional irreducible representations of S(t) Wo correspond to finite
dimensional irreducible representations of U(g, e) we obtain a potentially different
classification of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of U(g, e). In this
section we will show that this "other" classification is in fact the same as the one
given in Theorem IV.I.I.
First we need to fix choices of t, a Cartan subalgebra of g, and b, a Borel
subalgebra of 9 as in §II.5. We let t be the span of diagonal matrices in g. We
choose our Borel subalgebra b by specifying a system of positive roots. For a E 'Inl
let

Ea

E t* be the restriction to t of the diagonal coordinate function of gnl given by

Ea(eb,b) = Oa,b. If E = - (so nl is even) our positive root system is

<1>+

= {E a -

U {E a

If

E =

I a,

Eb

Eb

-

bE 'Inl , row(a)

< row(b)}

I a, bE 'In/, row(a)

= row(b),

col(a)

< col(b)}.

+ then
<1>+ =

{E a -

Eb

U {E a

I a,b
-

Eb

E 'Int,row(a)

< row (b) , a

=1=

-b}

I a, bE 'Int , row(a) = row(b), col(a) < col(b), a =1= -b}.

Let b be the Borel subalgebra of 9 corresponding to this choice of positive roots.
Next we give an explicit basis for t e , the centralizer of e in t. In Lemma

III.3.2 a basis for ge is given in terms of certain elements

ii,jjT)

and it is easy to
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see that each of these is nilpotent except for when r

=

a and i = j.

So by Lemma

II1.3.2 a basis for te is given by

{fi,ijO liE {I - n,3 - n, . .. , -1 H·

More explicitly, for i E In we have that

fi,ijO =

L

fa,a.

aEInl

row(a)=i

i,j E In, i,j

< O.

Now go is the span of {fa,b I a, bE I n1 , row(a)

gltBn/2
go

= row(b)}, so

·f n IS
. even;

1

~

{

gl EEl g~(n-l)/2

if n is odd.

We also have that the parabolic q = b + go is the span of

{fa,b I a,b E In1,row(a):S row(b)}.

Note that for a, b E I n1 , we have that fa,b E

Recall for i,j E In that there is a map

Si,j :

gOrow(b)-Orow(a).

T(gl)

--+

Thus

U(g) defined in (II1.22).

This definition makes it clear that for any v E T(gl), si,j (v) E U(g)Oj-Oi. Thus we can
explicitly state a choice for the te-equivariant map

e : ge --+ U(g, e) from (11.4):

For
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i, j E In, r 2: 0 we set 8 (fi,j;r ) = Si,j (wr+l)' Thus {Si,j (wr+d I r 2: 0, i, j E In, i < j}
generate the left U(g,e) ideal U(g,e)#.
Recall the maps

7L.y :

U(g, e)o

-»

U(go, e) from Theorem II.4.2 and

~-'T/

:

U(go, e)=+S(t)Wo from Lemma II.5.1. These maps make every S(t)Wo-module a
U(g, e)o-module. We need to calculate the action of Si,i(Wr+l) on a S(t)Wo-module,
so we need to calculate ~-'T/ 07r-')'(Si,i(W r )), We do this with a series of lemmas.
This lemma is a special case of Lemma 111.4.1:

Lemma IV.6.l. For i,j E In,p,q E I z

[Si,j(ep,q), sh,k(ev,w)]

= 6h,j6q,v Si,k(ep,w) - 6i,k 6p,w Sh,j(e v,q)

+ 'Y( -6h,-i 6v,-pS-j,k (e_q,w) + 6-j,k 6w,-q Sh,-i (ev,_p)),
Note that Si,i (w r ) is a linear combination of monomials of the form

(IV.I3)

where i j E In for j = 1, ... , m - 1, Pi :S qi for i = 1, ... , m, and qi < qi+l for
i = 1, ... , m - 1. So to calculate ~-'T/
applying 7r ; U(p)o

-t

0

7r_')' (Si,i (w r )) we first prove a lemma about

U(Po) to such monomials.

Lemma IV.6.2. Let

be as in (IV.I3). If i 2: 0 then 7r(v)

= 0 unless i 1 = i z = ... = i m - 1 = i.

Proof For uniformity, let io, i m = i. The key fact used repeatedly in this proof is
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wE U(p)o,#

= U(P)b,O, so 7f(w) = O.

By Lemma IV.6.1 we see that each term

Si·) - 1
1 i.(e p . q.)
)
J'J

Suppose that there exists j such that i j Sij_1,ij(epj,qj)

l

of

< i j and

v

commutes with

Pj, qj

> O.

commutes with every term to its right, so 7f(v) = O. Next suppose

that there exists a j such that i j -

l

> i j and

Pj,%

< O. Then

Sij_1,ij(epj,qj)

mutes with every term to its left, so 7f of such a monomial is O. So 7f(v)
v satisfies i j -

Then

l ::;

i j if qj ::; 0 and i j -

l ::::

=

com-

0 unless

i j if Pj :::: 0, so for the rest of this proof we

assume that this is the case.
Now suppose that there exists a j such that
Then for k =J. j we must have that i k

::::

Pj

O. Note that

< 0, % > 0 and i j - l < i j .

Sij_l,ij (epj,qj)

with every term to its right unless there exists k > j such that

must commute

Pk = -Pj'

In this

we have that -i j < i k . Thus 7f(v) = O.
Next suppose that there exists a j such that
Then for k =J. j - 1 we must have that

ik ::::

Pj

< 0, % > 0 and i j -

o. Nate that

l

> ij .

. q.)
Si·J -1) J
i· (e pJ'J

must

commute with every term to its left unless there exists k < j such that

commutes with every term to the left of
-ik-l'

Thus 7f( v) =

Sik_l,ik (epk,qJ,

qk =

and it also satisfies i j -

-%.

l

>

o.

So for the rest of the proof we will assume that if there exists a j such that
Pj

< 0 and % > 0 then i j - l = i j .
Let j be such that i j - l < i j and i j is maximal in {iI, ... ,i m }. Now it must

be the case that % < O. Since

ik ::::

0 for all k, by Lemma IV.6.1

Sij_l,ij(epj,qj)
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must commute with every term to its right unless i = O. So if i

i= 0,

then 7r of this

monomial is 0, so assume that i = O. Even in the case that i = 0, since i j
still have that
a k
of

Sij_l,ij (epj,qJ

> j such that

S-ij,ik(e_qj,qk)

Pk

=

> 0 we

commutes with every term to its right unless there exists

-Pj' In this case, [Sij_l,ij(epj,qj)' Sik_1> i k(e pk ,qk)] is a multiple

which commutes with every term to the right of

Furthermore, -i j < i k since i j

> 0, so 7r(v)

Thus we have proven that 7r(v)

=

Sik_l,ik(epk,qk)'

O.

i= 0 if and only if i 1 =

i 2 = ... = i m = i.

0

Suppose that

Now it is clear that

~(v) =

0 unless Pj = qj for j = 1, ... ,m.

(IV.14)

Lemma IV.6.3. Let i E In n Z?o,P E II. Then

if P i= 0;

ifp,i=O;
Proof. Recall that the weight I is defined by choosing a weight basis {b 1 , ... ,br } for

m, where each bi is of weight

f3i

E t*. A natural basis to choose is

{fa,b I a, bE I nl , (a, b, 1) is admissible, cOl(a)

> col(b)}.
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Here

fa,b

is of weight

Ea -

Eb.

Recall that, is now defined by

,= L

fk

l<i<r

,Bil~E<I>=-

Thus in these cases

,=
a,bEInl
col(a»col(b)
row(a»row(b)
(a,b, 1) is admissible

To calculate ,(Ja,a), first we include a few useful calculations. Let RA(a) denote the
number of rows occurring above the number a in the n x l array used to define U(g, e)
in §III.1. Similarly RB(a) denotes the number of rows below a, CL(a) denotes the
number of columns left of a, and CR( a) denotes the number of columns to the right
of a. Then

RA(a) = n - 1 ~ row (a) ,
RB(a) = n - 1 ~ row(a),
CL(a)

=

l - 1 ~ col(a),

and

CR(a)

=

l - 1 - col(a).
2

Naturally ,(Ja,a) is the number of times
Every root involving

Ea

is of the form

Ea -

Eb

Ea

or

appears in the above equation.
Eb -

Ea.

Roots of the first type

occur in , when b is north west of a, that is b is above and to the left of a. Roots
of the second type occur when b is south east of a. Finally we need make a special
adjustment when b = -a. This root only occurs in , when 9 = sPnl and a is in the
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upper left or lower right quadrant. So we need to add or subtract 1 when a is in the
upper left or lower right quadrant depending on whether 9

= sPnl

or SOnl. Note that

the number of boxes north west of a is RA(a)CL(a). The number of boxes south
east of a is RB(a)CR(a). We divide things into three cases: Case 1 is when a is
not in the lower left or upper right quadrant, Case 2 is when a is in the lower right
quadrant, and Case 3 is when a is in the upper left quadrant. Then

RA(a)CL(a) - RB(a)CR(a)

'Y(fa,a) =

in Case 1;

RA(a)CL(a) - RB(a)CR(a) RA(a)CL(a) - RB(a)CR(a)

t

in Case 2;

+t

in Case 3.

In calculations below we use the following simplification:

RA(a)CL(a) - RB(a)CR(a)

=

1

2((n - 1) col (a)

+ (I -

1) row(a)).

Now we turn our attention to the shift STJ' Recall that

Let

1]1

denote the left sum,

1]2

denote the right sum. Now

1]1 (fa,a)

is the number of

of boxes below a minus the number of boxes above a, with an adjustment for when
a multiple of

ta

is root. Thus

1]1

= I(RB(a) - RA(a))

+z =

-lrow(a)

+z
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where

Z=

o

if row(a)

E

if row(a) > 0;

-E

if row(a) < O.

= 0;

Also we calculate using the fact that CL(a) - CR(a) = col (a) to get that

col( a)
TJ2(Ja,a)

=

col(a) col (a)

E

+E

if row(a)

=1=

if row(a)

= 0, and col (a) > 0;

uf row(a)

=

0;

0, and col (a) < O.

Now we are ready to calculate. We do this in a case by case basis.
First we consider the case when a is in the lower right section. We calculate
using the above results to get that

'Y(Ja,a)

+ TJ(Ja,a)

=

1

2((n - 1) col(a)

+ (l -

1

1) row(a)) -

E

1

+ 2(-l row(a) + E) + "2 col (a)
1

= 2(-E+ncol(a) -row(a)).
Note that
Pcol(a) - 'Y(Ja,a) - TJ(Ja,a) =

row(a)
2

.

Next we consider the case when a is in the bottom half of the middle column.
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We calculate using the above results to get that

'Y(fa,a)

+ T/(fa,a)

=

1

2((n - 1) col(a)

+ (l -

1) row(a))

1

1

2

2

+ -(-lrow(a) + E) + -col(a)
1

= 2(E + ncol(a) - row(a)).
Note that
Pcol(a) - 'Y(fa,a) - T/(fa,a) =

row(a)
2

E

2·

-

Next we consider he case when a is in the right half of the middle row. We
calculate using the above results to get that

'Y(fa,a)

1

+ T/(fa,a) = 2((n -

1) col(a)

1

+ (l -

1) row(a))

1

+ 2( -l row(a)) + 2(col(a) - E)
1

= 2( -E + ncol(a) - row(a)).

Note that
Pcol(a) - 'Y(fa,a) - T/(fa,a) =

row(a)
2

.

Next we consider he case when a is in the upper right. We calculate using
the above results to get that

'Y(fa,a)

1

+ T/(fa,a) = 2((n 1

1) col(a)

+ 2(-l row( a)
=

1

+ (l -

- E)

1) row(a))
1

+ 2 col( a)

2( -E + ncol(a) - row(a)).
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Note that
"((fa,a) - TJ(fa,a)

Pcol(a) -

=

row(a)
2 .

So in all cases we have that
i
2

if p =I- 0;
if p

o

=

0, i =I- 0;

if p, i = O.

o
Let Et) denote the rth elementary symmetric function in

{fa,a

+

row(a)
2
I a E I nl , col(a) E II}.

Lemma IV.6.4. Let i E In If i

> 0, and l is even then

If i 2: 0 and l is odd then
r-l

S_TJ07L,(Si,i(Wr))

=

t-i).

L(-2E) iE
i=Q

Proof. Now if l is even then by Lemma IV.6.2, (IV.14), and Lemma IV.6.3 we have

that
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so the lemma holds in this case.
Now we consider the l odd case. Let

x Si,i(U

+ eo.o + i/2 -

f./2)Si,i(U

+ ez,z + i/2) + '"

Si,i(U

+ el-l,l-l + i/2),

and

x si,i(eO,O + i/2 - f./2)Si,i(U

+ ez,z + i/2) + ... Si,i(U + el-l,l-l + i/2).

So
00

S_T/ 07L'Y(Si,i(W(U))

= R(u) + 2..)-2W)-rQi(U),
r=l

Observe that Pi(u) = Pf(u) - ~Pf'(u) and Qi(U) = Q~(u) - ~Pf'(u) where

P:(U)

=

Si,i(U

+ el-l,l-l + i/2) ... Si,i(U + e_z,-z + i/2)

x Si,i(U + eo,o + i/2)Si,i(U + ez,z + i/2)

Pf'(U) = Si,i(U + el-l,l-l
x Si,i(U

+ ... Si,i(U + el-l,l-l + i/2),

+ i/2) ... Si,i(U + e_z,-z + i/2)

+ ez,z + i/2) + ... Si,i(U + el-l,l-l + i/2),

and

Q~(U)

= Si,i(U + el-l,l-l + i/2) ... Si,i(U + e-2,-Z + i/2)
x si,i(eO,O

+ i/2)Si,i(U + ez,z + i/2) + ... Si,i(U + el-l,l-l + i/2).
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Also observe that

P:'(u)

+ ~Q:(u)
u

=

~P'(u).
u

So

P(u) -

2~ Q(u) =

~P:,(u) - 2~ Q:(u) + 4~ P:'(u)

P:(u) -

= P'(u)
- ~P!(u)
t
2u t

+ ~PII(U).
4u
t

Thus
00

5_1/

0

1L'Y(Si,i(W(U))

Pi(u)

=

+ 2:) -2W)-rQi(U)
r=l

= P: (u) - ~ P:' (u)

00

+L

(- 2w) -r ( Q~ (u) -

2~ P:' (u))

r=l
00

= P:(u) + L( -2w)-r P:(u),
r=l

which implies the lemma.

D

Now we explain how irreducible highest weight U(g, e)-modules under the
BGK highest weight theory are related to the irreducible highest weight U(g, e)modules from Theorem IV. 1. 1. To each element of t* we associate a skew-symmetric

n x l tableaux in the following way. For a weight

A=

L

aata E t*

aEInlnz>O

we associate the skew-symmetric n x l tableaux A = (ai,j)iEIn,jEIl where ai,j =
row(a) = i, col(a) = j, ai,j =

-aa

aa

if

if row( -a) = i, col( -a) = j, and ao,o = 0 if nand

l are odd. Under this association, t* = Tab~,l' and t* /Wo = Row~,l' Let A denote
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the Wo-orbit containing

>., and let VA denote the one-dimensional U(go, e)-module

obtained by lifting the one-dimensional S(t)Wo-module corresponding to A through
~-7J'

Now by Lemma IV.6.4 and the Miura transform from (II1.lO) we see that
for i E In, i 2: 0 Si,i(W(U)) acts in the same way on the highest weight spaces of the
irreducible U(g, e)-module L(A) as it does on L(A, e). So the BGK highest weight
theory implies that L(A, e)

rv

L(A), since L(A) is itself a highest weight module by

the definition of highest weight module from §II.4. Thus the classification of finite
dimensional irreducible U(g, e)-modules coming from BGK highest weight theory is
in fact the same as the classification in Theorem IV. 1.1.
Remark IV.6.5. In the course of this work we also understood how to apply the
results of this chapter and the algorithms for calculating VA(Annu(g)L(>')) from
[BV] to verify that Conjecture 11.5.2 holds in these cases. This conjecture has recently been proved in the general case by Losev in [L03], so we have not included
this material here. In fact it is possible to use Losev's proof of Conjecture II.5.2
and Corollary IV.3.20 to recover Molev's classification of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of

Yn<p

from the classification of the finite dimensional ir-

reucible representations of U(g, e) obtained via BGK highest weight theory.
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